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Patton impeached; accuser now vice president
SHELLEY WILSON
STA FF WRTTER

The Senate impeached Student Body
President Darin Patton in a trial on July 21.
This is the first time in UCF history that
the Senate has impeached a student body
president.
The impeachment motion passed with
a vote of 18 to 6 with two abstentions.
Vice President Andrew Cupicha will
now take over as president: Senate
P~esident Pro Tempore Jaime Hal scott, the
vice presidency.
Halscott, Patton· s only rival for the
presidency in the runoff elections, made
the charge to impeach him. Students elected Patton and Cupicha in February.
Halscott submitted three affidavits to
the Legislative, Judicial, and Rules (LJR)
Committee to bring up at the trial.
The first and only affidavit .heard at
the trial stated: "I was informed by Dr.
[Kenneth] Lawson that Darin Patton told
the SG Finance Department not to process
the transactions approved by Jason
Murphy while he was student body president. The amount as quoted by Dr. Lawson
was near $900,000.
"According to a case law established

•

by Marbury vs. Madison, presidential acts president for Student Development and
are valid until the president leaves office. Enrollment Services, was called first as a
Once signed, all subsequent executive offi- witness. He had prepared a sp~ech to give
cers are obliged to carry Ol!t the orders to Senate about the affidavit.
regardless."
"The allocations approved by Jason
In his opening statement made at the Murp~y were on hold prior to Darin Patton
start of the trial, Halscott explained how he being sworn in as president,'' Lawson said.
viewed the SG president's role in adminis- "They were on hold from approximately
April 20, per my instructions to the SG
tering student's money.
"One of the primary functions of the Finance Office.
student body president is to legally and
"Secondly, shortly after Patton was
correctly administer the Activity and sworn in on May 7, I met with Darin and
Service Fee Budget,"
asked him if he wanted me to continue to
Halscott said. 'This includes at elec- hold the allocations. After my explanation,
tion the assumption of office to facilitate he said yes.
all previous legally binding allocations
"I also met with Darin, Andy Cupicha,
made by his predecessor. Upon his swear- and Ossie Palla (former SG advisor) on
ing in, Patton willfully disregarded this May 18 about the same subject. I asked
mandate and proceeded to freeze over Darin to give me a due cause statement in
$900,000 in allocations made by the for- writing because by doing so ·he could
mer SG President Jason Murphy when not · legally, per SG Statutes, freeze the budget
looking any further than our own student accounts from which the approved budget
body statutes to see the illegality of this was authorized."
action.
Lawson went on to say that Patton
"I'm confidant that after tonight, addressed a memo on June 6 outlining his
everyone will see the actions of the presi- reason for holding the expenditures.
dent while legal and unprincipled have
But, according to Lawson, Patton
hurt the university, the student body, and chose not to use due cause to freeze the
the Student Government."
accounts. In the memo, Patton stated sevDr. Ken Lawson, the associate vice eral reasons why he did not approve some

of these expenditures.
"First, many requests came to the
Senate floor after the approval of the
addendum budget," Patton said. "However,
many clubs and organizations were turned
away as Sen. Siegel stated that the state of
Florida has said that SG cannot transfer
funds and must allocate according to the
addendum budget.
"Additionally, there is an investigation
underway as to the validity of the signatures on the actual requests. Furthermore,
$274,000 in line-item transfers have been
proposed to cover the near $1 million in
approvals. This would be subverting the
purpose of the addendum budget and serve
as a red flag to the auditors while opening
student government to criticism from those
very same auditors."
The Senate did pass two Special Acts
for the SG Finance Office to release all of
Murphy's alloc_ations. The Senate further
authorized that any additional line-item
transfers that are necessary to cover these
expenditures be conducted.
Every request was released by June
22, except that none of the line-item tramfers could be completed. Most of the bud-
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New building home of College of Health and Public Affairs
HALLIE HUDGINS
STAFF WRITER

'

.

The newest structural addition to the UCF campus is
the new home of the College of Health and Public Affairs.
This addition to campus follows several other recent construction projects.
When planning for the new building. started eight
years ago, the faculty and staff.had one objective in mind.
"The most important thing to us was to create a home
for our students and faculty that would enhance the quality of our lives here at UCF,'' Dean Belinda McCarthy
said. ''We asked for lots of windows and 'people places'
for mingling and working together.''
The goal was to create a classic design with a modern
feel. The faculty and staff wanted a space with a real feel
for the outdoors and a lot of light for those who work and
would be taking classes at night. ·
The artwork of Walter Kravitz will be showcased in
the center of the building.
"The artwork was very important to us. It is ·a visual
representation of the dynamic and human quality of all
that we do,'' McCarthy said.
The center, or 'heart', of the building, is called the
Winter Park Health Foundation Atrium. This will be the
location of the awards ceremonies, meetings and other
functions of the college. This part of the building was
named in recognition of the gift of $500,000 from the
Winter Park Health Foundation.
The donation has been used to acquire new equipment for the nursing and physical therapy departments,
for teaching labs, graduate teaching labs, for all their programs computer labs, and towards the advising facilities.
.. It's a truly wonderful gift" McCarthy said.
The donation also helped to get state-of-the-art multimedia facilities in the classrooms, new technology for
their geographic information systems. and simulator software for the health care programs.
This state-of-the-art building is 94,000 square feet

PHOTO BY NICOLE KING

The $15 million building will house the College of Health of Public Affairs and is state-of-the-art equipment.
and it cost approximately $15 million. The building is in
phase one of two. Phase two is projected to have its
ground breaking in the spring of 2000. It will be 61,904
square feet at an approximate cost of $8.5 million.
The new building will be the home to the Public
Administration Department, the Criminal Justice and
Legal Studies departments, the School of Nursing, the
Physical Therapy Department, and the School of
Social Work,. as well as the Pre-Health advising, the
administrative offices for the college and student services.
About 6.000 students are scheduled to have classes in the
new building this fall.

There will be several building dedication ceremonies.
The faculty and staff hope to have an event sponsored by
the Student Government in the fall. This will allow students and interested persons to get tour:s of the new facility and meet with the dean and department heads.
There will be an event for t~e faculty and staff on
August 18. as well as one for the Winter Park Health
Foundation to give thanks for its gift. At the Winter Park
ceremo y, the artwork will be installed. There will also be
an event during homecoming week for the alumni.
"As you can imagine. we are very proud of our new
home." McCarthy said.
·
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· ~mpeachment charges center around budget allotments, investigation

-

f~

F~OM PAG~1

-\get requests that were being held were
~coming out of this year's addendum budget.
The same budget that many clubs and
organizations were promised earlier in the
year they could get funding out of.
When the addendum budget was
passed in March, leaders of that SG
administration said that clubs could not
receive funding since that decision was
made by officials in Tallahassee.
Tallahassee's memo, sent along with
the approval of the budget, stated that the
addendum budget was to be used to fund
the items requested from it: a spring concert, lighting for the Reflecting Pond,
Campus Benches, etc.
The original request, made last fall,
•
for these items was $750,000 .
The requests and approvals made by
Murphy at the end of his term totaled over
$900,000.
•
During the trial, Patton cross-examined Lawson to ask how those additional
• requests would be processed.
Lawson replied through transfers that
Murphy was asking for from other
accounts that had money left in them.
Patton asked if those auxiliary organizations were notified of money being
taken from their account. Lawson was not
•
sure, but did not believe they were.
Lawson stated that there are questions
about the validity of the signatures on the
•
documents.
Lawson turned over several suspect
memos at the request of Dr. Tom
Huddleston, interim vice president for
•
Student Development and Enrollment

were suspended from all Student
Government activities. Siegel is only
allowed to finish his class of independent
study at UCF and Murphy is allowed only
in the Administration Building, according
to trespass warnings given to both.
Senator Patrick Gonzalez said one
request contains a signature that is not his ,
but that he gave Murphy permission to
have someone else sign it. Murphy was not
available for comment.
Later in the trial, senators questioned
Lawson as to an ongoing investigation
about the signatures and why the administration first held the funds.
"We wanted to make sure there was
enough money to cover them at the end of
the year," Lawson said. "There were also
several signatures on those requests. Some
requests had no signatures on them at all.
Regardless, Jason [Murphy] approved
all of them. It was appearing that only two
people, Jason and another senator, were
involved in the approval process of these
memos."
Halscott was asked what he would
have done if he was the SG president and
his predecessor· approved questionable
documents.
"I think I would've looked at them one
at a time and tried to process them one at a
time," Halscott said. "They should've been
reviewed one a time and not held all at
once."
Halscott mentioned the 1803 Supreme
Court case Marbury vs. Madison.
Senator Fred Piccolo explained the
relevance of the case during the trial.

(J

PHOTO BYS.HELLEY WILSON

Forged signatures, promised money and account transfers were some of the topics discussed
during the July 21 trial.
Services.
"I have provided you with copies of
memorandums supposedly written and
signed by David Siegel. I have provided
you with copies of memorandums supposedly written by others, but whose signature
suspiciously looks like the handwriting of
Mr. Siegel."
Lawson also provided Huddleston
with several other memos, including two
with Jaime Halscott's signature, . at least
one of which is suspect.
"I was always taught that signing
someone else's name to a document without their permission or not acknowledging

that you are signing for the individual is
forgery," Lawson wrote. "Since we have a
substantial number of documents with
dubious signatures, I believe we should
investigate this matter thoroughly."
The UCF General Counsel Office
was first made aware of the suspicious signatures in May. In the beginning of June,
the signatures were sent to a questioned
documents expert. UCF received .the final
report on July 16, the findings of which
have not been released.
Three school days later, Senate OAF
Chair David Siegel, 42, and former
Student Body President Jason Murphy, 26,

PATTON, Page 4
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Patton upset campaign opponent helps decide fate, will gain from impeachment
FROMPAGE3

According to Piccolo, Marbury vs.
Madison established judicial review.
Piccolo said judicial review was not
an issue at UCF, but that anything signed,
sealed and delivered by a previous president is obligated to be carried out by the
next president.
In his opening statement, Patton
addressed the issue of Halscott being the
one who brought the charges against him.
"This all began in March when the
Patton/Cupicha ticket was disqualified by
the chief election commissioner who is
known to have an ongoing relationship
with my accuser still today," Patton said.
"That decision was overturned. The
Election Commission disqualified me
again, but this time, Halscott was also disqualified.
"The1,1 Halscott pulled a last minute
contestment a couple of days before we
were going to be sworn in. The Judicial
Council subsequently denied this twice.
"Now Halscott has resorted to putting
forward another alternative impeachment;
one that is unfounded, unjust, and utterly

ridiculous.
should have done what he did by investi"Aside from the majority of students gating. it. Mr. Jaime Halscott himself said
that voted me into this office, it's ironic if there was a legality issue than he
- those who ran against me along with their would've investigated it, but they would
campaign managers will decide my fate have come up with different conclusions
today," Patton said.
because they're two different people.
The pro/con debate at the trial was the
"I also feel that Patton proved a point
last chance for senators to address their when Senator Gonzalez stated himself that
concerns to Patton and Halscott about how that was not his signature. If someone right
they felt about the charges.
here said 'Yeah, his signature was forged'
"What happened was Murphy signed then why would we not see that as a legaloff on a whole bunch of allocations before ity problem?" ·
he left office, which he has a legal right to
Students in the audience had mixed
do," said Senator Torre Halscott, whose feelings about the decision. Many felt the
system, from administration down, had
brother is Jaime Hal~cott.
"They were about to be processed, · failed them.
Marcus Gould, a senior in political
and then Patton came in and stopped it. I
can't speak of why he did that, but I just science, attended the hearing and
know that he did it and he violated our expressed his views on how the decision
will affect UCF.
laws for doing that.
"The issue of signatures, you can
"I think that the students lost today,"
debate whether they're forgery or not, that he said. "I think that two good people
doesn't matter. The signatures are a matter waged a very good battle, but that battle
should've been over policy instead of perof courtesy for putting a request in."
Senator Michelle Cano spoke in favor sonality and it was not. We're going to be
the butt of jokes for the rest of the year.
of Patton.
"If you think 'You Can't Finish' is
"Clearly President Patton knew there
was legality issues going on. Any president bad, every time you go on an interview

with a degree from UCF the first thing
people are going to say is 'Oh, you're the
people who got impeached because the
president decided not to expend forged
funds.' Everybody lost today."
Gould continued by saying that it will
be the UCF students w.ho will ultimately
hold Senate accountable for its decision.
"If the student body says that what
Senate did was inappropriate, the senators
won't be there very long," he said.
"Students will know that we
impeached our president because he tried
to protect our money. And even if he was
wrong in doing what he did, his interest
wasn't trying to put the money in his pocket, he tried to keep it from fraudulently
being spent and that's different from anything we've heard before-a public official to be kicked off from their job for
doing the right thing.
"Not for having sex in the office, not
for trying to swindle us, not for buying
computer stuff for their friends. He got
kicked off for trying to protect us and the
irony is that the administration did the
same thing by holding the same funds
before Patton even took office."
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Columbine High School students, Jon Stocking and Kyle Nickelson, spoke at
the leadership summit giving their suggestions on how to curb school vio·
lence•

1

I

•

Cashiers, Baggers,
and Floor Help

•
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Leadership
summit
.
offers solutions for
school violence
SHELLEY WILSON
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•
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computerized voice ~tress analysis and drug screening.
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•
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•

I 00 Bush Blvd. (across from Flea World on 17/92)
Sanford, Florida 32773
'

•
The Sheriff's Office is committed to a diverse work
force and is an equal opportunity employer.
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STAFF WRITER

UCF. hosted nearly 100 rising high school juniors and seniors
from Florida to participate in the second annual Lea~ers Involved
for Tomorrow (LIFT) Summit on July 22 .
As one of the events, two students from Columbine High
School spoke.
Developed through the LEAD Scholars Program, the Summit
was designed to strengthen the leadership skills of students, allow
them. to meet new people from around the state, and -partake in the
college experience.
The Summit offered two keynote
addresses, five different workshops,
and a special presentation by two
Columbine Hi"gh School students
If this could hapthat lead into a workshop session on pen at our school,
"curbing school violence," a delega- ·
tion-wide service project, and social
it could happen
activities for the high ·School stuat any school. If
dents to attend.
you had told US
The delegation met in groups to
th t th d
brainstorm on how to · curb school
a
e ay
violence.
before the shootThe ·guest speakers, Columbine
ing, I would have
High
School
students
Ky le
laughed at you.
Mickelson and gave their insight on
Be friends to
the Columbine situation.
"If this could happen at our
everyone. Just
school, it could happen at any
plain kindness
school," Stocking said. "If you had
might have
told us that the day before the shootstopped this.
ing, I would have laughed at you. Be
friends to everyone. Just plain kind- Jon Stocking
ness might have stopped this."
Following their speech, Stoc1¢ng
and Mickelson were asked about how to improve the education societ~.
·
They suggested peer mediation, anger management, and
involvement from parents. Those suggestions, along with others will
be forwarded to Gov. Jeb Bush and state officials.
The director for this year's summit, Ana Berger, said she was
impressed with the impact that the program had and will remember
it for years to come.
"This year's LIFT Summit was better than I could have ever
expected or imagined," Berger said. "Looking back, I reminisce of a
whirlwind of· events which many unforgettable friendships were
built, excited delegates and staff alike learned valuable lessons in
leadership and life, laughter was heard, tears were shed, fun was had
by all, but most of all, lasting memories were made."
UCF student Greg Auerbach created LIFT Summit in 1998 .
Next year, the conference is looking to host nearly 200 students.
If you are interested in applying for any of the staff positions,
including student director, applications will be available throughout
campus beginning August 19.
For more information, contact Greg Auerbach at 823-2223. ·
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UCF awards 100,000th degree in August
with my best friend. He swore I wouldn't
put in an application and I did out of spite
and the rest is history. I've been going
strong ever sense."
Sharp, 28, worked full time to put
himself through school and took out loans
to help pay for some of college expenses.
He is now in the process of filling out
paperwork to continue his education to
obtain his doctoral degree.
He feels that UCF's growth has greatly attributed to the quality education he has
received here.
"I think it's amazing what this university has done to adapt to the growth and
continue to offer the same caliber of education. That caliber is continuing to grow.
UCF has done an excellent job attracting
top faculty and top students and that says a
lot about the university and how it's run."

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

1
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UCF awarded over 1,450 degrees at
the summer commencement on August 7
at the UCF Arena, including its 100,000th.
During the first ceremony, Business
Administration and Engineering honored
over 550 graduates.
The second ceremony, the Colleges of
Education and Health & Public Affairs
honored close to 500 graduates.
The last ceremony, Arts and Sciences;
had 530 graduates.
It was during the Education and
Health & Public Affairs ceremony that a
milestone was reached for UCF. The
100,000th degree was given to Christopher
Sharp, who collected his master's degree
. in criminal justice.
Sharp was the only student to receive
a framed diploma at the ceremony. He also
received a gift certificate to the university
bookstore and a free membership . to the
UCF Alumni Association.
Sharp said he was a bit overwhelmed
at the ceremony, with TV stations and
newspapers there to interview him and
take his picture.
"It's something I've never expected,"
he said. "I was very nervous up there getting my diploqia. · I was more nervous,
though, about tripping over something in
front of everyone. This has truly been an
·experience I'll never forget."
Sharp, who graduated with a 3.8 GPA,
started attending school on a dare from a
friend.
"I actually started college on a bet

The Honorable Corrine Brown,
United States congresswoman, was the
commencement speaker at that ceremony.
She spoke of government's impact and
encouraged involvement fr&:i the graduates.
"Whether you like it or not, you all are
affected politically one way or another by
the government," Brown said. "When you
get in your car today to go home, it will be
the government who determines if you
have a smooth road to drive on and how
fast you can drive. It is my sincere hope
that you will not just stand by while others
make those decisions.
"I applaud you for accepting this challenge and to understand this is a prime
time to be graduating and starting your
future. There are opportunities out there
for anyone to take advantage of today."

·Student Body President Andrew
Cupicha, also gave a speech in that ceremony to tell the graduates to be thankful
and be proud to be where they are today.
"Today when you awoke, you suddenly realized that this is the best day of your
life, ever! There were times when ·you
wondered if you would make it to today,
but you did. And because you did, you are
going to celebrate.
"Today, you are going to celebrate
what an unbelievable life you have had so
far-the accomplishments, the many blessings, and yes, even the hardships because
they have served to make you stronger.
"Today is the day you quit worrying
about what you don't have and start being
grateful for aU the wonderful things God
has given you.
You'll remember that to worry is a
waste of time. And tonight, before you go
to bed, and raise your eyes to the heavens
stand in awe at the beauty of the stars and
the moon and thank God for the best day
of your life.
The president of UCF, Dr. John Hitt,
ended the ceremony.
· "What you do reflects on this university," he said. "It helps build the school's
reputation. At the same time; the honor of
which your university is held is a reflection on you.
_ "That degree you've worked so hard
to get can rise and fall in value and some
of that depends on you, but a lot depends
on the general reputation of the university.
So do what you can to help UCF build its
destiny which is to be America's great
metropolitan university."
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Fresh/
------------------------------------------------------Pa~k!

: Enter to Win a Fast Break Party
I
d
~------~-~~-~---~---~-- f S ft
I. 1nc 1u es: eac
air, oo er o o .
I Drinks, Beach Umbrella & Suntan Oil

:

:

I
I
--------------------------I Name
I Address
I Phone #
I

I
I
I

Name
Address
I Phone#

I

Enter to Win Two Tickets to Disney
World Courtesy of The Great Escapes

I
I

Drawing held .on 9/20/99

.:

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

All You Care to Eat Dinner!
Including Hot Pretzel Bar
University Dining Room
5pm-7: 15pm
Sat., August 28, 1999

.only $3.59 .

Drawing held on 11 /29/99

·

i~=~~Ji:f:~!i~;~ ~~~~~ing:

I

•Large Chips·

I
:
I

• 20 oz. Drink
only $3.59

L
•

I
I

I Chicken Caesar Salad Wraps
: Tropical Fruit Salad
Island Seafood Salad
1I
10:30am-2:30pm

10:30am-5:30pm
expires 10/11 /99

-~------~--~---'

I

1

I
I

!
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Positively Polynesian Luau
Wed., September 15,' 1999
5pm-7: 15pm
University Dining Room

-

~-

-

-

-

-

-

More
Continental Breakfast $3.50
$3.50
Homestyle Breakfast
$4.50
Lunch

-

I

.

------------------- ----------------

I
I

I

THURSDAY SPECIAL

-

!

-

-

_

1

o~;i!~~;;;1~~9m

._,,_

MONDAY SPECIAL

I
I

FREE 16oz. Soft Drink

" I

I

:k i

L

expires 10/11 /99

1 Chick-fil-A 12 pack of Nuggets

with this coupon

-

.J

;:g~~~~k~ii-~

I
50¢ Off when you purchase a .
I
· I Grilled Chicken Sandwich, Garden Salad I
I
and Lemonade Combo
I
:
expires 10/11/99
:

I with the purchase of a

only $4.49

-

i

·

I

J
I

I
I

I

1

1

I
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You Need to Ch~ck Out the "New" University Dining Room
The UDR is the Best Bargain on Campus
'Fresh, Homestyle Meals, Always All-You-Can-Eat
Now Open for:
.

I
f \. ta\
·

"&\..,....

Mon-Fri 7am - 9:30am
Mon-Fri 9:30am-10:30am
Mon-Fri llam-2pm

Brunch
$5 .50
Dinner
$5 .50
Late Night $4.50

Sat & Sun· 1lam-1 :30prn
Mon-Sun
5pm- 7: l 5pm
Mon-Thurs 10:30pm-midnight

"

I
I

I~----------------~-------------------~----------------~
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
I
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
I
TUESDAY SPECIAL
I

i ~~~;s~~n~~~~i~~

.

"

.
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Home Improvement Warehouse
•
~ ·

fl
saaoo

•
•

1.7 Cu. Ft.
Com pact Refrigerator
•1 cabinet shelf •1!.(. door shelves with retaining rod .
t.21 cu. ft. freezer (TAX25NXWN) #54923

•

From Bookcases to Batteries,
Refrigerators to Radios,
Lowe's Has What You Need
to Head Bade to Campus!

•
•

•

Stackable
Storage Cratee
•Great for storing books,
towels, cleaning supplies
#69881

•

1Q% price

·

Guarantee!

60" x :36" Unfinished Wood

5 Shelf Hutch Or Shelf

•if r,ou happen to find o lower price
wen motch it, PLUS toke off on

$3494

•100'1. real wood •Pre-aseembled ehelvee •Shelvee teated up to 300 ll>e.
•Great for storage or casual furniture •Quick and easy assembly #66530

odditionol l 0%!

Special Buy
•

SJ696

$1186

Desk Chair

Black
Halogen
Torchiere
Floor Lamp

•

Wor~enter$ 9900

•20W'D x 60"H x 41WW •Pull-out keyboard shelf •Cd storage
oompartment •Large open work eurfao11 •Laminate flnleh #65668

s129

SHARP.

13" Color TV With Remote

•Matte black fini!!h
•Metal shade •3 way
HI-Lo-Off switch
•Protective 5afety
wire guard •73" H
•Uses one 300 watt
bulb (not Included)
•1 year warranty
#85577

..

Computer

GoldStar·

•Front A/V Input!! •Trilingual deluxe on%reen display (13JM100) #03666

~,

tls

.7Cu. Ft.

MicrowaveOve~~ .

-

•

$6998

•700 watts •Turntable •10 power levels •Auto weight defrost

•

•3 one-touch categories •Child safety lock (MA781M) #57941

$9999 .
4 Head VCR

~

zenith~

1

•Excluelve voice prompting SpeakEZ 5y5tem walks through
programming steps •Mono •VCR remote control •Auto
dayllg~t savings time (\/Rfl410) #4954:3

$397

Mastor,Wck
Through Handle
Laundry Basket
•White •Reach
through handles for
easy li~ing #33264

1%" Combination Padlock
•5tainless steel. case #60070

_ _ ...

.._ _ _

·-

A

Lowe's of Altamonte Springs

..

110 State Road 434
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
.(407) 788-4305
VISIT OUR WEBSITE!

10% PRICE GUARANTEE

Our award-winning website is a great
source for how~o tips, NASCAR news,
lawn and garden index and more!

"If you happen to find a lower
price we'll motch it, PLUS toke
off an additional 10%!

Monday - Thursday: 6am - 9pm
Friday: 6am - 1Opm
Saturday: 7am - 9pm
Sunday: Sam - 7pm

-

PLANT GUARANTEE

UNBEATABLE SELECTION

We guarantee your tree, shrub, or plant

Over 40,000 items in stock.
We have everything for every project.

will live! If it doesn't we'll replace it FREE
for up to one year.

---
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Fall Calendar
August:
18:

Welcome Back Expo for students, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Meet new
people, enjoy free food and win prizes while you find out
about campus organizations and the many ways to get
involved throughout the year, held at the Student Resource
Center Green
19-20: Greek Forum, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Fraternity information given
outside Student Union
23-24: Greek Forum, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Fraternity information given
outside Student Union
25:
UCF Knightlife Activities Expo, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. Student
Union south entrance
26:
Thursday Knight Jive Poetry Reading, 7:30 p.m. at the
UCF Bookstore
30:
Pick up petitions for Senate elections in SG office

'"''''s.

J.4n FDX Cornpany

RPS, Inc. is NOW HIRING
part-time package
handlers to help load
and unload trucks.

September:

We offer:
• Great pay ($8.5~-9.00/hour
to start)
• Tuition assistance
•Weekly pay
• $.50 raise (after 30, 90, 180
days, 1 yr, &2 yrs)
• Advancement opportunities
• Variety of shifts lasting 3-6
hours (1 am, 4 am, 1 pm, 8
pm, 11pm)

1:

1

~

Volunteer UCF Expo, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Student Union; CAB
Meet & Greet, 7 p.m., Cape Florida Ballroom, Student
Union
6-8: Declaration of Candidacy for Senate elections to be given
to Senate secretary in SG Office.
·
8:
Auditions for Mr. UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student Union
9:
NPHC Greek Expo, 7:30 p.m., Student Resource Center '
Auditorium
13-17: Senatorial elections for seats in 32nd Student Senate
13-14: Danny Siegel (motivational speaker on volunteerism), 5:30
p.m., Communications Bldg., Room 101
15:
auditions for Mr. UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student Union; Theatre
Knight, "The Importance of Being Ernest,'7 7:45 p.m., UCF
Theatre.
16:
auditions for Mr. UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student Union
23:
Thursday Knight Jive Poetry Reading, 7:30 p.m., UCF
Bookstore
Speaker Jane Elliott, 8 p.m., location to be announced
28:
29:
Speaker James Malinchak, "Chicken Soup for the College
Soul," 8 p.m., location TBA

.For more info:
Call (407) 8~1-3212
EEO/AA

October:
5:

7:

11:
11-15:
13:

15:
15-17:

17-23:
20:
21:
24-30:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

30:

Tuesday Knight Live comedian, Cary Long, 8 p.m., Locos,
Student Union
"Creative Dating" Seminar, 8 p.m., Student Resource ·
Center Auditorium
"Where's Your Milk Mustache Promotional Tour", 10 a.m.2 p.m., Student Union
Volunteer UCF Food & Clothes Drive, bins around campus
UCF Police Crime Fair, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. , Student Resource
Center Green; Volunteer UCF Hunger Banquet,- 7 p.m.-9
p.m., Student Union, Room 218A & B.
Volunteer UCF World Food Day Teleconference, noon -3
p.m., Student Union Room 220
Family Weekend, invite family i:nembers to enjoy UCF;_
activities
Diversity Week
Theatre Knight, "Side By Side By Sondheim," 7:45 p.m., .
UCFTheatre
Thursday Knight Jive Poetry Reading, 7:30 p.m., UCF
Bookstore
HOMECOMING
NPHC _Greek Extravaganza, 5 p.m., UCF Arena
Homecoming movie, 8 p.m., Reflecting Pond
UCF Knight at Have a Nice Day Cafe in downtown
Orlando, 7 p.m.
Homecoming Carnival, 2-10 p.m., UCF Arena parking lot.
Skit Knight, 8 p.m., UCF Arena
Spirit Splash, 2:30 p.m., Reflecting Pond
Homecoming Parade, 11 a.m., ~owntown Orlando, crowning of Homecoming King and Queen at the halftime Qf the
football game; Homecoming Concert, 8 p.m., Citrus Bowl
(performers TBA)

November:
9:
17:

18:

19:
22:

Mr. UCF Pageant, 8 p.m., Student Resource Center
Auditorium
Auditions for Miss UCF, 6-10 p~m. , SU
Thursday Knight Jive Poetry Reading, 7:30 p.m., UCF
. Bookstore; Auditions for Miss UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student
Union
CEL Etiquette Dinner, details TBA; auditions for Miss
UCF, 6 p.m. - 10 p.m., Student Union
Theatre Knight, "Amadeus'', 7:45 p.m., UCF Theatre

December:
1-2:

"Sports lllustrated" Tour, Student Resource Center

* If you need more information on any of these events, or want to
know how you can get involved in any of them, call SGA at 8232191 or CAB and OSA at 823-6471.

Is the cost
of school
adding up?
$8.50- ~
$9.00 would
really come
in handy!

f-------

Become·A Pillar in the
UCF Community:

•

SORORITY INFORMATION
Greek Forum: Friday. August 13, UCF Arena, 6:30pm
Recruitment Parties: Saturday, August 14 through
Wednesday, August 18, 1999

FRATERNITY INFORMATION
Greek Forum: August 19, 20, 24, Student Union, lOam - 2pm
Rush Kickoff: Tuesday, August 24, UCF Arena, 7:00pm
Rush Parties: Wednesday, August 25 through
Saturday, August 28, 1999

NPHC INFORMATION
Greek Expo: Thursday, September 9, 1999
Student Center Auditorium, 7:30pm
For more information contact:
Greek Affairs
UCF PO Box 160125
Orlando, FL 32816-0125

(407) 823-2072
gogreek@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu

''"
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Bill Brown Scholarship awarded to graduate student
HALLIE HUDGINS

•

www.UCFfuture.com

STAFF WRITER

The UCF Panhellenic Council presented Teresa Gerber with -the Bill Brown
scholarship worth $500 on August 4 in the
Student Union.
This scholarship was named after Dr.
Bill Brown, former dean of Students, in
appreciation for his years of dedication.
"This is a scholarship sponsored by

the students, for. the students," said Greg
Mason, director for Greek Affairs.
The scholarship was open to all
female students working on their graduate
degree.
They also had to be full time students
with a 3.0 GPA. The recipient was determined by their school and community
involvement.
Gerber is a doctoral student 1n clinical
psychology under faculty advisor Dr. Jack

McGuire.
Gerber once worked as a graduate
supervisor for the Florida Alliance for
Assistive Services and Technology
(FAAST).
She was responsible for coordinating
the delivery of information referrals to disabled individuals and the elderly in the
central Florida community, resource development, and networking with community
and statewide agencies .

· Gerber is also a volunteer for the
Creative School for Children at UCF and
an active member of the United
Scleroderma Foundation, a Student representative for the Clinical Psychology
Program, and a certified HIVIAIDS educator and counselor with the Department of
Children and Families for the state of
Florida.
Along with all this, Gerber is raising
her 4-year-old daughter.
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ALF steps up anti-fur campaign, promises more raids, firebombings
The animal rights activist group admits to raiding two Wisconsin mink-breeding facilities in an effort to shut down the fur trade
BRIAN HANSEN
COLORADO DAILY (U. COLORADO)

(U-WffiE) BOULDER, Colo. The Animal Liberation Front last
week claimed responsibility for raiding
two Wisconsin mink-breeding facilities
and for firebombing a third, and warned
that there will be "more to come" in its
guerrilla campaign to shut down the
"blood-soaked" fur business.
The ALF, an underground organization dedicated to abolishing what it terms
the "animal abuse industry," made the pronouncements in a series of e-mail communiques forwarded to the Colorado Daily
via an anonymous Internet remailer.
"We will not stop or be stopped until
every cage is opened and every oppressed
creature is free," declared an Aug. 10 communique. "1999 will be a crippling year
for this blood-soaked industry."
The recent spate of alleged ALF
actions began on Aug. 3, when approximately 3,000 mink were released from a
Bristol, Wis., farm owned by Richard
Krieger. Ofi Aug. 7, the · ALF claimed
responsibility for the raid.
"The conditions on ·Krieger's qeath
camp were the worst we had ever seen,"
stated the communique. "Throughout the

farm there were open ditches full of feces
and urine. In several cages, we saw the
decomposing corpses of dead mink."
According to the ALF, Krieger's farm
was targeted, in part, because it allegedly
supplies mink pelts to retail furrier Neiman
Marcus.
"It appears that Neiman Marcus is
allied with Krieger and his fellow murderous farmers in their love of profits and
greed over Life and Freedom," declared
the ALF communique.
ALF activists claim they destroyed
most of Krieger's breeding records, thereby significantly increasing the economic
damage inflicted by the raid.
Less than a week after the raid on
Krieger's farm, the ALF allegedly struck
again - this time in a brazen two-pronged
attack.
In the pre~dawn hours of Aug. 8, some
2,000 mink were released from a
Plymouth, Wis., farm owned by Gene
·Myers. That same morning in nearby
Greenbush, Wis., a warehouse owned by
United Feeds, Inc. - which was allegedly
used to manufacture and store feed for fur
farms - was burned to the grou~d:
On Aug. 10, the ALF claimed responsibility for both actions.
.
"Once we had finished .sweeping

(Meyers') farm, we headed off to United
Feeds," the communique stated. "We
entered the building and checked from top
to bottom to ensure that no living thing
was inside. Four incendiaries were strategically placed throughout the building,
ensuring that it would bum to the ground."
The property value of feed mill, which
was completely destroyed by the blaze,
easily exceeded $1.5 million, said ALF
spokesman David Barbarash.
Barbarash, who spent time in a
Canadian prison for taking part in a 1992
assault against a University of Alberta animal research laboratory, called the
Wisconsin raids "highly successful
actions."
"The owner of the Plymouth fur farm
stated on television that he's ready to close
his business," Barbarash said.
Rod Coronado, who spent nearly four
years in prison for taking part in a 1992
firebo!llbing of an ~imal research laboratory at Michigan State University, said the
ALF's direct-action campaign forces fur
farmers to spend more money on security.
More importantly, he said, banks have
become wary '·about· extendiiig loans to
anyone-involved with the-."high risk" 'fur
farm industry.
"It's: a _sign of the effectiveness of the

strategy," Coronado said.
Coronado and Barbarash both said
that the actions of the ALF are widely misunderstood.
"We don't view what the ALF does as
terrorism - we view what the fur farmers
are doing as terrorism," Barbarash said.
"Anal electrocutions, neck breaking,
gassing - if those aren't forms of terrorism, I don't know what is."
Barbarash said that the firebombing of
the Greenbush warehouse last week - as
well as the torching of the Vail ski area last
year - were both "non-violent acts."
"The ALF believes that destruction of
property is not a violent activity," he said.
"The lives of animals are far more valuable
than the property of animal abusers."
Last October, a group calling itself the
Earth Liberation Front claimed responsibility for firebombing the Vail ski area.
Coronado said that while neither the
ALF nor the ELF have any central leadership or hierarchical structure,. there are
some commonalities between the two
movements.
,
"The · ALF ' and the ELF are re~ly
fighting the same· enemy," he._ ~ said.
"Typically, the animal abusers are the·
same people as the environment' -destroyers." :
.. "

o·RLANDO'S
GUARANTEED
BEST EYEWEAR
VALUES!

•
•

Eye exams and contact lenses provided by independent
doctors ·of optometry located at:

SAME DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES.
WE'LL MATCH ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICESI
ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS

OVIEDO MARKETPLACE

834-9727

366-2240

DR. LARSON
600 E. BOSTON AVE. 8CORNER HWY. 436

DR SANZO

FASHION SQUARE
MALL

FLORIDA MALL

894-1559

DR. NGUYEN
8001 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM
TRAIL
NEAR ADAMS MARK HOTEL

438-2974
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1
EXPERES 11/lS/99,
I
L local
- -comp~titor
- - price
- ·-011 ~ame
- -product.
- - Certain
- .Jrestrictions
- - ...apply.
- No- exchanges
- _ on,...lenses
--after- JO-r..1
*No discounts or other coupons apply. Offer good only at pal'flc1pati11g_ !ocatwns. Guaranteed to meet or beat
days
DR. GARONE
3461 E. COLONIAL DRIVE

I

AFTER $40 MFR. REBATE.

I

NEW a IMf!ROvEo·AcuvuE 2>
AFHR $30 MFR REBATE.
EXP[RES 11115/99.

..

Exam fees 11011-refimdable. Present coupon prior to eye exam. Pearle and Pearle Vis1011 are trademarks of Pearle. Inc. I992 Pearle, Inc. The patient & Gin' other pe1 son responsible for payment lwr a 1i~ht to refi1se to pC/\', cancel par111e111 or be
reimbursed for payment for any other sen•ice, examination, or treatmel1111'hich is peifom1ed as a result of and lrithin seventy two (72) hours of responding to the advertisemenr for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee sei1•ice, exami;wrion or treatment.
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TIME IS RUNNINCi ·OUT ...
•

Northeastern U. may
begin to inspect
student's belongings
DAVE BRANDA
NORTHEASTERN NEWS (NORTHEASTERN U.)

•

f'OR VOU TO RESERVE YOUR /\Pl\RTMENT /\T
•

JEFFERSON COMMONS

•

Our fully furnished apartment communitV features:
•Controlled Access Gates
Brihg
•Resort Style Pool Plaza and Jacuzzi
this ad ih
•State of the Art Movie Theater
for$100
offYOlll'
•Tanning Bed
see111"ity
.deposit!!
•Reserved Carports. (optional)
·And MORE!l!ff

•
•

•

CALL <407>;&2-4114 fOR MORE INFORM/\T ON.
OPt:N "'1 D/\Y5 r\ WEEK fOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

•

•
•

great.

prices

•

·•

everyday

30°/oOff
New York Times
Bestsellers Hardcover

20o/o0ff
•

New York Times
Bestsellers Paperback

10o/oott
General Non-Academic
Hardcovers

Northeastern University's Department of Residential Life is
currently reviewing a proposal that would allow community receptionis.ts to inspect students' belongings that they deem "suspicious"
in the search of alcohol and other illegal substances, according to
Dean of Student Affairs Ron Martel.
The proposal, initiated by M.L. Langlie, director of Residential
Life and chair of a committee ·established to look at alcohol and
drugs in residence halls, aims to curb the "tremendous influx of
alcohol illegally into the residence halls ... in a very secluded fashion," according to Martel.
This "secluded fashion" Martel is referring to is the growing
practice of bringing alcohol and other substances into the residence
hall by smuggling them in oversized duffel bags, book bags and
even suitcases.
According to Martel, the proposal and task force weren't a
direct result of the alleged rape at Melvin Hall in the spring quarter,
in which alcohol allegedly played a major part, but a result of "indirect.issues throughout the year."
More specifically, Martel cited the increase of incidents stemming from the consumption of alcohol and drugs, namely marijuana, in freshman reside.nces .
"It has become a very looming concern of us all," Martel said.
"Obviously the [alcohol and drugs in residence balls] is providing
a most destructive community environment."
The plan could be put into effect as early as this fall.
Langlie and Northeastern President Richard Freeland were
-both unavailable for comment .
The Resident Student Association is taking a wait-and-see
stance· on the proposal, according to RSA President Andrew
Bunnell, a middler political science major who sat on the committee.
"We can't say if we are going to take any stance on it," Bunnell
said. "We have to wait and see if the proposal is successful. The
goal is to prevent 60 percent [of the alcohol from going into the
freshman residence halls]."
The organization expects to hear complaints from students living in the residence hall who are subject to these searches, Bunnell
a.dded. However, Bunnell believes that if the program is successful,
the hassle is worth it. Should the program prove unsuccessful, he
feels the RSA would have to look into the possibility of asking for
changes.
If the proposal passes, community receptionists would be
retrained to handle their new responsibilities, and would be told to
call either the Division of Public Safety or a resident assistant
should problems arise with a student, according to Bunnell.
Several students on campus are against the proposal.
"They need some basis before searching a bag," said Karalyn
Lenvens, an incoming, undecided freshmen. "Not just because
somebody looks funny."
Lenvens isn't the only student questioning the bag-checking
procedure.
"I don't see how they have the right," said Dave LaPort, a
senior computer science major. "[It's] your own personal property."
Several specifics about the proposal are still up in the air. One
such factor is how the new rules and regulations will be implemented in residence halls that don't have community receptionists,
like the St. Stephen Street apartments or the leased properties.
Other stumbling points are the legality of searching a person's
belongings and a student's right to privacy. However, Martel
believes the university would have a legal right to search students'
possessions if the students are notified of it at the beginning of the
school year and if they sign housing agreements with this stipulation.
Lisa Sinclair, a member of the University Counsel and a member of the committee, isn't sure of the legality of the issue and the
stance University Counsel will take on the proposal.
"I'm not sure whether [University Counsel] would say they are
comfortable with it," she said.
The specifics of the proposal, which haven't been worked out
yet, could pose possible legal issues for the school, Sinclair added.
The committee is also looking at a couple of other initiatives to
help educate students of the hazards of alcohol and drugs on campus. These include the possibility of contacting students' parents or
legal guardians after a first alcohol or drug offense as well as a liaison program between each of the residence halls and Public Safety,
with members of the department making presentations to residents.
Members of the committee represent a number of departments
and groups on campus. Included on the committee are representatives from RSA, Residential Life, Public Safety, Judicial Affairs,
the Community Receptionists Office and the Counseling Center.
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Credit debt plagues
.
college students
.

M \ T THEW BOEDY
JNDEPEVDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR

(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE,
Fla.Offers of free T-shirts, pizza and
gadgets of all kinds beckon
University of Florida students to sign
on the dotted line for credit cards.
And many are taking the bait.
According to studies, more than
65 percent . of college students have
credit cards and growing numbers
have more than one. But the piling up
of textbooks, grocery bills and tuition
have forced students into debt counseling to find a way out of their credit holes. The American Banking
Association estimates the average
credit card balance is $1,700.
Maureen Lendzion, director of
public relations for Consumer Credit
Counseling Service of Mid-Florida,
said most students cannot handle their
money.
"They might have enough money
to pay the bill, but they don't know
.where their money is going," she said.
"A lot of the time, the problem can be
solved if students knew where the
problem is from."
Lendzion said students who think
they can just pay the minimum payment do not see the big picture.
"Students are using credit ·cards

Ohio State surgeon to use robotic
technology for open-heart surgery
GINA

D.

FELTON

THE LANTERN (OHIO STATE U.)

but also are building up student loans.
And in the end, it all adds up," she
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio said.
Counseling services, like CCCS,
The Ohio State University Medical Center
offer students free advice, Lendzion has hired the first American surgeon to perform
said. Her group offers budget-making open-heart surgery with a computer-guided
tips and will work with creditors to robotic system. The system has been used only
in Europe until now.
work out payment plans.
Dr. Randall Wolf is a cardiothoracic surKaren Fooks, director of UP stugeon
from Christ Hospital in Cincinnati who
dent financial aid, said groups begin
joined
the medical center on Aug. 1. He will run
counseling students with credit cards
the new program that tests the "daVinci" robot
during Preview.
One of the issues Fooks deals technology for aiding surgeons during heart
with is the "spend now, worry later" bypass operations.
OSU will be the first site in the United
mindset. Students are using credit
cards for tuition but have no income States to use the robot.
"This is a tremendous advancement in
to pay off the debt. They charge to the
limit, get another card and continue minimally invasive surgery that is aimed at
until they graduate or hit credit limits, improving the quality of the surgery and ultimately ~e quality of life for patients," Wolf
she said.
While her department cannot said.
"Using this new robotic procedure, we
make decisions for students, Fooks
have the possibility of performing standard
hopes they will listen.
Francesca Duran, who graduated heart operations with minimal trauma to
a few weeks ago, said she was reeled patients," he said.
Minimal invasive surgery uses enhanced
in by a free T-shirt when she signed
up for her first credit card, a Visa. She visualization and advanced robotics.
The daVinci system uses endoscopic camsaid she has a grasp on her money but
worries new students are not getting eras and three robotic arms that are placed in
the right message from credit compa- the chest through small incisions in the
patient's body.
nies.
The surgeon's actual hand movements are
"Having a credit card definitely
makes life easier. At best, (the compa- translated into identical micro-movements
nies) should give them something that inside the body.
This surgery is intended to decrease a heart
says how to rpanage your money cor. patient's suffering _and recovery time. A patient
rectly," she said.

may conceivably have surgery one day and be
home the next, Wolf said.
The daVinci system, made by Intuitive
Surgical, has been successfully used in
Dresden, Frankfurt and Leipzig, Germany, as
well as Brussels, Belgium, a company
spokesperson said.
This advanced robotic device has not been
approved for use in this country by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, but the OSU
Medical Center has been granted an exemption
to run clinical trials.
Wolf anticipates that his first opportunity
to treat a heart patient with the computerenhanced procedure will come next week.
"I've already done two test procedures
with the daVinci system and everything has
worked beautifully," he said.
In the past year, the number of open-heart
procedures at the medical center has increased
by more than 50 percent while the death rate
has decreased by two-thirds, said Dr. Robert
Michler, appointed two years ago as the university's chief of cardiothoracic surgery.
"Part of my mandate coming here is to create a world-class program," Michler said. "Dr.
Wolf has a national reputation as an outstanding
clinical surgeon and investigator. It was clear to
me that someone of his talents deserves to be in
an academic environment."
Wolf said he was very excited when he
came to discuss this initiative with Michler and
looks forward to the challenge of continuing the
excellence of the cardiovascular program.
"Our goal is to provide the patients at OSU
with the most progressive (cardiovascular) procedures in the world," he said.
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The truth is out there
just not in your inbox
ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

Ever received an email warning of a malicious virus hidden in an email? Or how al;JOut a
kidney theft ring? Maybe Bill Gates is giving you
a $1000? Or some poor child needs you to send an
email to the Cancer Society so it can donate 5
cents to help this child get better?
Welcome to my hell. Some friend always
sends me a forward with a variation of any of the
above situations. No matter how much I tell them
it's not true, they keep coming. You'd think that
people would notice that practically all the warnings look almost exactly alike, with only a few
details changed.
So I decided to write this, to help educate
those willing to read it, about these email/virus
hoaxes.
Below are some examples, or at the very least
a clarification as to how viruses work and how
impossible many things suggested in emails
REALLY are. Oh, and a few websites for kicks.
Stage 1: Some Basic Facts - A virus is a program, just like your Netscape, IE, or AOL. You
have to run it (in today's operating systems that's
pretty much a double click) for it to work.
Emails are just text. Some include HTML
(the language used to create webpages) and some
are in MIME format (you might see that at the top
of some messages) which is just an advanced text.
Since an email is only text, and not a program, just
reading or opening an email cannot start a virus.
The only way to get a virus in an email is as
an attachment. If you don't download the attachment (no matter how tempting it may be),you
can't get the virus. Period. - Also, since an email
is only text, there is no such thing as a Tracking
Program. It's not possible. The only people who
can track when someone opens an email sent by
someone else is AOL, and this is only if the email
is sent from one AOL user to another. This is
because the emails and everything is saved on the
AOL network, and they are aware of every detail
because they are in control of it all. - Simply by
forwarding an email to 10 people, nothing is going
to 'pop-up' such as Southpark lost episodes. The
email isn't aware, and doesn't know or care to
whom or how many times your forward it. Stage
2: Simple Advice - First off, if the email is a
Forward (abbreviated FWD) or has tons of
Headers (those mini-paragraphs at the top of messages with lots of email addresses), be wary. Nine
times out of 10, it's not worth your time. If you get an email from someone with an
attachment that you weren't expecting, ask your
friend why they sent it to you and what it is before

you downlcad it.
A few hours wait is worth it, compared to the
$$ and time spent rebuilding your hard drive after
a malicious virus. If you aren't on AOL and just connect
through school, get an email account on Hotmail
that is used for when people send you attachments. http://www.hotrnail.com Don't worry, it's
free.
The reason is that Hotmail offers virus scan at
the click of a button of an attachment, Without
having to download it. - If you don't want the hassle of worrying about" what to download at all,
pick up Norton Anti-Virus or McAfee Virus Scan.
Both allow for updating the virus protection
online, and will scan your computer for viruses in
emails, on disks that you share with friends, and
the .viruses on your computer right now.
Stage 3: Some Examples - The whole kidney
theft ring is a hoax. There is no black market for
organs, and the procedure is MUCH more delicate
and precise than these 'thieves' could perform.
This is an Urban Legend. For more information on
the details, check out: urbanlegends.com Why would Bill Gates give you $1000? Why
would Disney give you free tickets? Wouldn'tyou
read about it in the campus paper if it were trtte?
The fact is, if someone sends· an email that says,
"FORWARD THIS and get [insert prize here]!"
DELETE IT. - The SouthPark lost episode won't
pop-up after the message is forwarded.
The way it works is you forward it because
you think something will happen, and the person
who receives it thinks it worked because you forwarded it... it's a trick ... just stop to think about it. .
~
***This one got five stars from me on creativity*** - If the email is in the format: "DO
NOT OPEN an email titled [insert anything here].
It's a virus and will fry your hard drive![insert
credible company name like IBM here] has confirmed this virus. AOL has also said that this is a
dangerous virus." it's a little lengthier, but you get
the idea. This is a template virus warning that has
been sent around a million times. Emails that are set up so you send an email to
a certain address.such as helping a young girl get
a 5 cent donation, or to raise money for world
peace, are created by people who are just plain
jerks. Their goal: make up some sap story so that
a credible company's email box gets cluttered and
their lives are hell. Don't help them... hit
DELETE.
Stage 4: DELETE KEY -Become familiar
with it. Take it to dinner, talk dirty to it, make it
feel special, but never resist hitting/clicking it
when the time comes. It'll appreciate it almost as
much as you will. Good luck.
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Sneakers for guns trade could get guns off the streets
I remember reading an article in this
paper questioning why people feel th~
need to 'care' about societal issues. I have
an answer, it is my answer mind you, but it
is how I live my life on a day to day basis.
Why should I be on this planet for
seven or more decades just watching the
world around me deteriorate, while I am
stuck living in it?
Why not use my education to educate
others? Why not bring to light societal
issues that may not be affecting me or you,
but others all around us? Though the world
revolves around the mighty greenback,
there are also other more important considerations.
The greatest example of an honestly
charitable act occurred on Friday, July 30
at the Orlando Citrus Bowl. The Monsters
of the Midday of Real Radio(WTKS
104.1) held the second annual "Kicks for
Guns" where young people were encouraged to turn in guns to receive a pair of
sneakers.
Orlando Police were there to receive
the firearms, but it was stressed that no

questions would be asked. The guns will
then be melted down.
Originally Russ Rollins, the head of
the Midday crew, brought up the idea of
holding the event again, but was told there
was "no interest".
He asked, as did I, "How could that
be?" and sure enough, the calls poured in.
It seemed that because it was not a moneymaking event for the radio station, there
was little interest in the project.
Here is a clear case where money
should not be placed above the concerns of
the community.
Not only did the Monsters pull off the
event, but there was a greater turn out than
last year! Who can argue that getting guns
off the street and out of the hands of
minors is not a good idea? No one that is
sane!
Then why is it so difficult for
events like "Kicks for Guns" to be held?
And why don't other cities across the
country follow this example?
All the sneakers were donated by various individuals and groups who felt the
nee.d to help the community, volunteering

is what 'community' is all about.
The local news media covered the
event, but not enough .
The traffic and weather seemed to
carry equal importance.
With our country still looking for
answers about youth violence in today's
society, why is "Kicks for Guns" not considered an answer?
Not the only answer of course, but
nonetheless an answer that helps the prob_lem without negative consequences.
I propose National J(icks for Guns
Day, held annually during summer across
·
the country.
Throughout the cities of this country,
there are plenty of young people willing to
get guns out of their homes or out of
friends and relatives hands, for a pair of
sneakers.
There is nothing to lose! Those donating money for sneakers, or actual pairs of
sneakers, in each city will get great publicity for their generous act.
The police will get firearms off the
street without filling the jails. The commu-

nities will benefit most by the increase in
peace, and the return of the 'community
feeling' where they live.
In 1998, 100 guns were turned in to
Orlando Police, and this year the count is .
over 150 and the event was only four hours
long.
Imagine what a daylong event in Los
Angeles, Chicago, New York City or
Miami could bring in?.
Maybe I am a realist, but my plan is
totally feasible and could only benefit
society!
So I 'care' about the social problems
in this country, and I think you should too. ·
I feel like I am the only one sometimes, and it is more than discouraging, but
I will continue to do what I can to make
this country better for you and me.
Margaret Mead once said, "Never
doubt that a small group of thoughtful
committed people can change the world.
Indeed it is the only thing that ever has."

- Gina Lynne Carson
Senior Sociology Major
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Low toilets in Communication
building ruins bathroom experience
What is with the new Communication
Building?
Everything about the architecture is
great. The classrooms are large and well
lit. The rug has a funky look, as does the
outside of the building. So what happened
with the bathrooms?
I can only speak of the female bathrooms, as I have yet to enter the male
domain, but last I checked toilets were
only placed 2feet off the ground in elementary schools.
I can vividly remember being in middle school and going back to visit the
school I attended K-5 in. The bathroom
seemed to be built for midgets. But I can
understand this because children are small
like midgets. However, most of the people
taking classes in the new Comm Building
are not midgets, at least not on the outside.
Unlike the older buildings and their
bathrooms, there are a gobd number of
stalls so there never is a long wait. But

unlike the older buildings' bathrooms,
which have normal adult size toilets, the
toilets in the Comm Building are hung
directly off the wall, and they are hung low
at that.
I don't think I've ever sat on a toilet
and had my knees be higher than my waist.
And the stalls are long a;nd narrow. The
bonus? There are plenty of hooks to hang
your bookbags and purses. That is, if the
door shuts.
Quite a few stall look to be hung correctly, but when you attempt to secure the
door closed, you see that the door is two
inches larger than the opening they .
allowed for.
So with this wonderful aura the new
building's architecture gives off, remember this, the toilets are too low to -the
ground.
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

- Gina Carson
senior sociology major
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DRIVE
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lgK.nighttng Voluntecrisrn

MONDAY !0/1!/,,.,.
fRIDAY 10/!5/n

BINS WILL BE AROUND

CAMPUS
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Friday 10/15/99
12-3pm
SU220

LITERAC"r'
TRAlnlnG
FOR TUTORS
AT LOCAL
eLemenTAR"r'
SCHOOLS
AV.AIL.ABLE

If you have any
questions or need any
additional information,
please co~tact Volunteer

UCF:
823-6471
SU 208H
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ONECOURSETBATCOULDCHINGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from any
other college course. Army ROTC
offers hands-on training. Training
that gives you experience and
helps build confidence, char-

acter and management skills. All
the credentials employers look
for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obliga.tion
and requires about five hours
per week. It will put your life
on a wholenewcourse.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Sign up for MIS 1031 during
registration. Call Captain Bob
Hribar at (407) 823-5383 for more
information.

is unwarranted
GREG WESTON
THE LANTERN (OHIO STATE U.)

(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio A group calling themselves "Art and Revolution" gathered at
Buckeye Lake on July 30, supposedly protest the imprisonment of
convicted cop-killer Mumia Abu-Jamal Members of, supposedly .
I'm not quite sure why they did this. It can't be that they thought
their dancing .and chants of "Free Mumia" could ever have any
influence over the Pennsylvania judges in whose hands Jamal's fate
now rests. Why on earth would those judges care what a group of
college students in Ohio think care about this case?
Why would anyone?
I wonder if those gathered calling for "freedom and liberation"
for Jamal even know the facts of the case.
It began in Philadelphia on Dec. 9, 1981, when police officer
Daniel Faulkner pulled over William Cook, Jamal's brother, and
there was a physical altercation between them. Jamal happened to
be in his cab near the scene, and according to four different eye-witnesses, he ran over to the car and shot Faulkner in the back. Faulkner
turned around and shot Jamal in the stomach and then fell to the
ground. Jamal then leaned over Faulkner and fired several more
shots at him. Finally he fired his gun directly into Faulkner's face
from point-blank range, killing him. Wounded, Jamal staggered a
few steps away from the scene and fell to the curb, where police
found him less than two minutes later.
Jamal made a fool of himself at his trial. He was removed from
the courtroom 13 times for "loud outbursts and verbal threats." At
first, Jamal' chose prominent Philadelphia lawyer Anthony Jackson
to represent him but later changed his mind and asked for John
Africa, the leader of a violent religious cult whose members had
murdered another Philadelphia policeman a few years earlier. Africa
was not a lawyer, so this was not allowed. Jamal then decided to represent himself.
It only took the racially mixed jury three hours to unanimously
find Jamal guilty beyond all reasonable doubt. Later, all 12 members
·of that same jury, without a single exception, voted against a life
sentence and in favor of sending Jamal to the electric chair.
Since then he has been on death row, attempting to appeal his
conviction. In every appeal he has lost. He also has become a minor
celebrity, thanks in part to his new lawyer, Leonard Weinglass,
whose specialty is defending cop-killers. This celebrity has allowed
Jamal to attract money that Weinglass uses to spread misinformation
to the gullible i.e.- college students and Hollywood actors, the same
group that Scientologists target.
Typical of this misinformation campaign is the claim that
Faulkner was kllled by a .44-caliber bullet even though Jamal's gun
was a .38. If what Weinglass claims is true, then of course Jamal
could not be the killer; however, it is not true.
The only source for Weinglass' claim that the bullet was a .44,
was a scrap piece of paper written by Dr. James Hoyer, the doctor
who performed the autopsy. During the trial, the doctor admitted he
had no formal training in ballistics and that he measured the bullet
visually with a wooden ruler, which he called "a highly inaccurate
instrument." Later ballistics tests showed that it was in fact a .38 caliber bullet that killed Faulkner, and that the rifling on the bullet
closely matched Jamal's gun. It appeared at first to be .44 to the doc- tor because it was a special type of bullet with an expanding hollow
base called P+ ammunition. Dr. Hoyer later testified that if he had
known the bullet was this special type of ammunition he would
never have written it was .44-caliber.
I can't find any fault with what Weinglass is doing. He took an
oath to zealously represent his clients and he is doing a very good
job of it. What I don't understand is why so many other people have
allowed themselves to .become the dupes of a cold-blooded murderer and publicly defend him.
Greg Weston is a junior from Dayton majoring in economics.
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'Blair Witch Proiect' an Inventive Scare
ERIC LAROSE
CONTR!BVING WRITER

I love scary movies. I try to see
every single one when they come out, but
I've found that
they all share
one common
bond. They are
not scary.
Scream's observati ons
were
absolutely right.
Horror
films
follow a very
specific itinerary that rarely
strays from the
formula of kittens providing
jumping-inyour-seat scare
tactics and big
breasted
females running
up stairs instead
of out the door.
And the really
scary thing is
that I fall for it
every time. I
stand in line and
throv.· down my hard-earned cash to . be
lobotomized by the stupidity of the following 90 minutes.
Then there are the exceptions.
Blair Witch Project is one of those exceptions The story follows three film students
that go into the remote woods in

Burkittsville, Md. to shoot a documentary
about the legend of the Blair Witch. They
are never seen again.
The movie consists of the assembled footage that a search party found a
year
later.
Everything in this
film is shot from
the perspective of
the person holding
the camera. This
claustrophobic ·
technique
works
well, almost too
well.
You
walk
through these back
woods with these
three people, all of
which reminded
me of friends
of mine, and
you see only
what they
see. There
are
no
special
effects,'
no
. soundtracks
featuring
today's hot artists, no s~ts, nr
freaking cats scaring the era'
oul· of you - just these thre
people and you. And becaust
of its low budget, the story
had to be great. All of the

great modern conventions of horror cinema were put aside because they were too
expensive.
This movie is nothing short of
frightening. It drives itself into your mind,
burrows its shiny claws into your thoughts
and pulls you kicking and screaming
through the blurred setting. This
is absolute horror!
This movie
did to me what ·
millions of
dollars
worth
of

special effects and hack writing have been
trying to do for years: scare the living piss
out of me. It gave me nightmares!
Do you know how long it has
been since a movie did that to me?
See it. See it again, and be prepared for
several nights of interrupted sleep. It's that
good!

Now Hiring
Versity.com is now hiring

NOTETAKERS

*

Versity.com is hiring students to take notes

*

Enhance your learning experience by
taking careful, quality notes!

*

Earn great money for s.haring your notes
with your classmates!

v&rsityocom
Study Smarter

•

I

•
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Posthumous Works Keep Authors Alive
is
a fictional
memoir
about
Hemingway's 1953 Kenyan safari,
introduced and edited by his son
Patrick.
Ask many people who the
Ihe story follows Hemingway
greatest American novelist is and they .
on hunting expeditions with his wife
will say Ernest Hemingway. Ask some
M.ary, a blandished love affair with a
people what the greatest American
local girl named Debba, and faux-sennovel is and they will say Invisible
timental conversations with everyone.
Man, by Ralph Ellison.
As critics have said about
By now their greatness is conprior works, Hemingway is the kind
sidered a foregone conclusion and the
of author you wish you had as a
discussion centers instead, on comgrandfather. He lays back as if it were
parisons: Is Hemingway really better
on an old sofa chair and with a melthan Faulkner? Is Invisible Man as
lifluous journalistic style, practically
good as The Catcher in the Rye?
puts you within the yarns he spins.
This summer, readers are
But there's not much of that
offered an opportunity to throw some
here . .True at ·First Light is a memoir
more variables into the equation.
that wants to be A Moveable Feast,
Though they have passed on,
but Hemingway is less adept in invokErnest Hemingway and Ralph Ellison
ing the feeling of the African soil than
left behind unfinished manuscripts for
he is, the feeling of the Parisian cobthe reading public to weigh with the
blestones.
best of their works.
What we do get, is a series of
Hemingway's True at First
sometimes fun vignettes, sometimes
Light (Scribner's $26.00), is actually
good descriptions and a few attempts
the fifth of his posthumous works. It
BRADFORD SENNING
CONTRIBUJNG WRITER

•

•

at what Hemingway once called "true
sentences," which here come out barely essential: "All a writer of fiction
really is, is a congenital liar who
invents from his own knowledge or
that of other men" and "lunch· was
always an armistice of any misunderstandings." .
A more formidable offering is
found in Ralph Ellison's iuneteenth
(Random House $25.00). Ellison
wrote one published novel, Invisible
Man (1952) and one unpublished
novel (Juneteenth), in his lifetime . .
He started the unpublished
one in 1954 and was still working on
it when he-died in 1993. Juneteenth is
a sort of anthology of Ellison's 800page manuscript-in-progress, but it
reads like a powerful, if unfocused
novel.
Juneteenth opens with an
assassination attempt on a senator
named Sunraider. Reeling from his
gunshot wounds, the senator works
through memories of his boyhood

PHOTO

ON

FILE

True at First Light is Hemingway's Sth posthumous unfinished manuscript to be published.
raised by a black revivalist preacher
named
Hickman and his young
adult life as a film-maker.
Ellison works up
the senator's feverish tale
with some delicious prose
and as with Invisible Man,
he treats some essential
themes.
What makes Ellison
greatest
Africanthe
American novelist behind
Toni Morrison, is his audacity to denounce the whiteblack bargain that Richard
Wright
and
Frederick
Douglass
before
him
accepted-education and
· economic gain are inroads
toward social equality.
Ellison challenged
this acceptance by writing
stories in which black men
who ignorantly consign
themselves to American
systems of opportunity, find
their identities shucked
from them like corn husks.
Although
Juneteenth is unfinish~d, it
reads better than most finished novels. It should be
regarded as an indi spensable addition to the world
of American literature.
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We are looking for UCF students, who

are former McDonald's employees with
crew and/or managerial experience.

Alice In Chains
Nothing Safe
Wow, a new Alice in
Chains album! At least it
sounded like a good idea but
don't be fooled into thinking
this is new materiaL
All Sony has done is
pa~kaged AIC's best songs
along with live versions and
one new song onto a CD to
preview the new box set. It's
easy to point the blame in the
band's direction, but they
probably were .under contract
for a few more albums.
Hence the box set and
this preview album. While the
new song, "Get Born Again,"
is awesome and typical of
Alice in Chains very distinct
sound, passing off "Iron
Gland" as a track (not unreleased like the sticker claims)
is lacking respect for the fans.
All you have to do is listen to
Dirt and you' 11 know you've
been had.
How many of you
care that this is interactive with
a computer? There again offer
the tiniest glimpse of what this
CD-ROM game will be like.
My advice: wait for
. the box set and don't waste
your money on this!
-PETE MENTING

l7
Slap-Happy
Since they sprung
from the seedy underbelly of
Los Angeles' dirty glam-slut
punk scene in 1985, the members of L7 have continued to
prove that they are not the type
of girls to bring home to ma
and pa.
Of course L7 's road is
one seldom traveled by mainstream America, and aside
from the 1992 alternative hit
"Pretend We 're Dead" and
their 1994 slot on the
Lollapalooza tour, the group
has remained in relative obscurity. despite being on a major

record label for much of the
time.
Since their self-titled
1990 debut release on the independent punk label Epitaph,
L7 has released 5 albums,
"Live:
including
1998's
Omaha to Osaka."
Their most commercially successful album was
their major-label debut "Bricks
are Heavy," on Slash records.
The title of the first
track on "Slap-happy" is
enough to let everyone know
that L7 is as gritty as ever.
"Crackpot B.aby" feels as
heavy and infectious as an 18pack of Bud-heavy longnecks,
but not any old 18-pack, the ·
kind you. can only get in Texas
because each bottle has a picture of the state on it.The second track, "On
My Rockin Machine," has a
:quick down-stroke tempo with
L 7's signature chunky and
muted guitar riffs that adds up
to about a two and a half
minute-long kick in the nuts.
Ah, such sweet destruction.
Much of the album
flows at about the tempo of a
Camero cruisin' in second
gear, with an occasio~al shift
into third for a quick corner.
It's a good speed
because you 're sitting in a
Camero,· but sometimes it
becomes a bit tedious and at
times even mopeds hav~ the
balls to pass you.
· Lyrically, the group
has left vocabulary on die curb
and generally sticks with easy
rhymes and basic word usage.
While many of the
tracks show little departure
from L7's tried and true recipe
for post-punk aggressive rock,
some tracks introduce a side of
L7 most probably didn't know
existed. A groovy side. Yes, I
said it. A groovy side.
On "Livin' Large," the
name itself shows a ·change
from
past
titles
like
"Wargasm" and "Hungry for
Stink," they use no fuzz on the
guitar and sing in a pretty
voice that sounds like it could
just as easily be Luscious
Jackson as it could be L7.
But the flavor doesn't
stop there. On "Freeway" it
sounds like they used a Walmart keyboard for the drum
beat and there's even a sampled girl voice that says
"check, check, check it out"
and a deep guy voice·that interjects things like "peace!" and
"do it! do it!" followed by zany
robo sounds.
By the album's swan
song, "Mantra Down," it's
obvious that despite the style
changes, label changes and
stints of stardom one thing
remains the same - L7 is still
one tough-ass rock and roll
band in every sense of the
word.
-JASON HARDY

We are, also, looking for students who
are seeking part time crew work, who
have no McDonald's experience.

Come and work with us, part time, as a
manager or crew person, and receive

up to so%
TUITION REBATE
Job positions based on open availability,
excluding class schedules.
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with us.~· ·
• EXPRESSWAY
AUTHORITY

Its game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... whats the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). Its quick, its easy, and with
E-PASS, theres no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
•
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

For more information on £-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

, www.expresswayauthority.com
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Snoop Dogg
No limit Top Dog·
Since exploding out
of the West Coast rap
scene with his hoes-'nweed opera Doggystyle
in 1993, Snoop Dogg
has basically become an
institution these days.
irrevocably established
by a comfortable drawl that propelled him above an ocean

•

of tired soundalikes.
In 1999, Master P's No Limit touch and a slew of
guests find Snoop adhering to the bitches-and-guns fodder
he's famous for. While there's nothing of "Gin and Juice"
caliber to be found, Snoop's ex-mentor Dr. Dre pops up
for "Just Dippin' ," a sinister pledge of loyalty to" riding
"till the wheels fall off," according to Dre. But since
Snoop transferred to the Dirty South, all the East Coast vs.
West Coast tensions seem forgotten, leaving Snoop with
only bitches and guns.
Snoop shines brightest on "Snoopafella," a radiofriendly Cinderella rehash starring this Top Dogg-sort of
a "Fantastic Voyage" summer-day-good-time materialist
single where Snoop complains about not wearing Fubu or

owning a car until whoosh! Snoop rocks the mic at a party
and gets all the girls. Yes! We need more of this kind of
stuff! But this and a couple of Dolemite skits can't redeem
Top Dogg's closer, "I Love My Momma," one of a few
songs that are just plafo dumb.
If you liked Snoop before, No Limit Top Dogg is
for you. If more convincing is needed, you might as well
forget about it. Sure, Dre's contributions, however scattershot, are great, but the fact of the matter is that, overall,
Top Dogg remains an uneven effort from one of the most
recognizable voices of the last decade.

-ERIC BLOCK
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Fiord Fever Grips Tourists In Norwav
·DOUG LANSKY

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
For centuries, Norway's deep-cut
fjords have made coastal fishing arduous,
transportation laborious. They have
turned beach volleyball into an extreme
sport. In more recent decades, however,
these giant fjords have become such celebrated tourist attractions that General
Motors and Chrysler are now searching
for places in Scandinavia to open up their
own coastal enclaves.

NORWAY IN A NUTSHELL
It's hard to glean this from the
name, but "Norway in a Nutshell" is a
full-day train-boat-bus-train tour that
whisks tourists through some spectacular
scenery between Oslo and the town of
Bergen on the southwest coast. At $100 a
head, it's no bargain, but you'd be hard
pressed to get a cheaper "fjord experience" from Oslo.
Sitting just behind me at 9 a.m.
on the first train leg of the journey was an
enormous, sleeping 60-year-old woman
who entertained the entire train car in the
most audible and fragrant way imaginable
- if you catch my drift. Each blast set
off a series of snickers from surrounding
passengers, none of whom had the
courage to wake her and request that she
kindly cease and desist. Eventually, the
conductor nudged her awake to ask for

her ticket. The pair exchanged a few loud
words and we could all tell she was
American.
My other vivid memory from
this part of the journey is the skiers. It
was nearly summer and there was no
snow in sight, but the train was carrying
about 75 fully-clad cross-country-ski
enthusiasts. Perhaps there was a parade
farther down the line, I thought. Then the
train started making its way up a mountain pass, and when I next looked out the
window at Finse, we were in a snow-covered valley. The skiers disembarked,
pulled on their skis at the station, and
promptly made their way down the trail.
Soon C\,fter, in the snowless town
of Flam, our band of 100 "Norway in a
Nutshell" passengers transferred to a
smaller train that carried us down the side
of a fjord, behind a waterfall, past several
"oooh" and "aaah" vistas and through a
couple of tunnels until we emerged at a
sea level, where there was - brace yourself ___:__ a big tourist restaurant and gift
shop!
As it turns out, fjord food is even
more outrageously priced than most of
Norway's outrageously priced cuisine.
Norwegians know this, so they almost
always carry their own food, usually in
the form of a sandwich, (ital) which they
keep in their pockets. (end ital) I'm not
kidding. If you spend some time in
Norway, you'll notice that Norwegians

are always pulling sandwiches out of their
pockets. But I digress.
We then boarded a boat for a
scenic tour of an inland fraction of the
Sognefjord. The cliffs were preposterously high, the water unbelievably deep (or
so we were told in English, Norwegian,
French and Japanese), but after an hour of
fjord observation, I turned my attention to
chatting with some Spanish embassy
staffers I met on the train and watching a
Russian kid chase a Japanese kid around
the boat.
A few hours later, we docked,
transferred to buses and were deposited at
a scenic overlook complete with - you '11
never guess - an overpriced tourist
restaurant and gift shop! From there, we
made our way to the train station in Voss,
where our group split up, some going on
to Bergen, others heading back to Oslo.

In a nutshell, the trip was
touristy but nice; about what I expected.

. RIDING THE COASTAL STEAMER
I joined an old high school
friend, Jeff, and his wife, Jill, in Bergen,
where we were supposed to catch a ride
north on the coastal steamer, Hurtigruten
(quite possibly the most fun word to say
out loud since "tapioca"). This journey
was t-0uted as "The world's most beautiful
voyage." It just may be, although the only
place I saw this quote was on the

Hurtigruten brochure. The Hurtigruten
Line has been navigating the coast since
the 1890s, carrying supplies and passengers in both directions. The ship is basically a passenger vessel that pretends to
be a cargo ship to justify the fact that sailing conditions aren't up to traditional
cruise-ship standards.
The welcome-aboard information meeting, hosted by Captain Sigleif
Pedersen, had a bingo-parlor atmosphere.
And it seemed like everybody was sedated on Dramamine. Jeff, Jill and I were the
youngest people aboard by roughly half a
century. I asked a crew member if this
demographic was typical, and he said passengers "generally range in age between
70 and death."
My el cheapo cabi.n was better
than expected~ a notch up from the youth
hostel standards I was accustomed to. For
$100 a night, it should have been. Jeff
and Jill had a similar cabin with a sealevel porthole that provided a view strikingly similar to that of a washing
machine. Even the acoustics were spot
on; the only thing missing was a roll of
quarters and a few stray socks.
We spent most of our time reading and playing cards 011 the top-floor,
all-window viewing deck. It felt like an
economy-class airport lounge with better
scenery and more greenhouse effect. The
rugged coastline stretches forever (1,500
miles, anyway) and looks for the most
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part like it has yet to see a single cigarette
butt. Little red-and-white fishing villages
down by the water were so cute they
might have been constructed solely for
postcards. It was all so beautiful I felt
guilty that I had no urge to live in these
places. I'm just not fond of the idea of
swimming in ice water or a dating scene
where first cousins might be considered
fair game.
We stopped briefly in the ·
painfully picturesque burghs of Alesund,
Kristiansund and Molde. Mostly, we
walked around these towns and tried not
to look like Hurtigruten passengers,
which was· surprisingly easy. Perhaps the
only advantage of youth on this boat was
the ability to blend in ashore.

including the scenic train ride from Oslo
to Bergen and the flight back to Oslo.
What did they think of it so far?
"So-so. You can only look at mountains
for so long," the Canadian admitted. We
had a short chat, then I waddled off to
bed.
Peter, the guy in charge of the
passengers, was pretty cool. He didn't
make too many corny jokes, spoke around
five languages fluently and put up with
questions like: "What time is the mid:..
night sun?" and "Do you have to go
ashore to see the midnight sun?"·

As far as the midnight sun was
concerned, I always pictured people
sleeping outside with SPF 30 sun block
My second night on the ship, I
on. In a nutshell, though, the midnight
walked into the "dance club/bar" at 11 :30
sun looks more like the midnight sunset:
p.m. It was May 16, the eve of Norway's · more stunning, less tanning.
national day, and supposedly one of the
biggest party nights of the year. There
was no music playing. In fact, there was
negative noise, like you might experience
walking into an empty, sound-dampened
reading room at the library. The 50-yearold female bartender sat in the comer
having a cigarette.

'

. A 70-year-old couple were staring at each other, or at the wall just past
each other. Two middle-agish guys were
drinking beer. I sat down next to them
and said, "This must be the raging party."
"Yes, it is," they assured me
good-naturedly. These guys (one
Canadian, one American) were on the full
tour - 12 days from Bergen tci the north
cape, which had cost them $2,500 each,

•
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Harris Brings
·Hannibal teeter
Back Once Again
SHELLY PECK
UWM POST (U. WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE)

Hannibal Lecter is back once
again in Thomas Harris's new book,
Hannibal.
The character known
as Hannibal Lecter
had escaped a mental
institution and was
not heard from in
years.
Clarice Starling, an
FBI agent who was ~
assigned Hannibal's
case
before
he
escaped, is once
again contacted by
Lect~r after a fallout
in a strike force
operation. Hannibal
was known for his
unusual ·actions and
his cannibalism.
After one of
his victims, known as Mason, barely
escapes a run-in with Lecter, he seeks
revenge. Mason hires a person who

works as a police officer in Florence,
Italy, where Lecter is thought to be.
At the same time, Clarice
Starling, after her fallout with the
strike force operation and the subsequent consequences, is assigned back
·
to Lecter's case. The
journey begins with
finding Lecter.
Thomas
Harris
deserves
applause for writing
a sequel worth reading.
He leaves the
reader with a sense
of wanting more of
the suspense and
more of the gory
details that are put
forth on these pages.
The book is in
the
process
of
becoming a movie.
However,
reading
Hannibal will give the person a taste
of what is in store for the character
best known as "Hannibal the
Cannibal."
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'Sixth
Sense' stirs
a chilling
little ghost
storv
CLIFF HICKS
CONTRIBUING WRITER

•

•

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

Bruce Willis plays child psychologist Dr. Malcom Crowe in "The Sixth Sense."

Whoever was responsible for the ad campaign
behind "The Sixth Sense" should be shot.Instead of pitching the film for what it is - an
uncomfortable little spook show drama - people who see
the commercials are left with the impression that there
will be a lot more action than "The Sixth Sense" actually
offers.
Of course, action would have been the one thing
that would have killed this film faster than a sharp tent peg
could put a vampire down.
"The Sixth Sense" tells the story of a boy named
Cole (Osment) who sees ghosts. The ghosts are slowly
driving him mad. Child psychologist Dr. Malcom Crowe
(Willis) sets out to try and help him.
Bruce Willis rarely gets credit for being a solid

actor, but his performance in this filffi is both subtle and
elegant - in short, all the things we've forgotten he can be.
The film really belongs to Osment, however, who
not only brings Cole to life as a character, but causes the
audience to invest a bit of themselves into him. It's rare to
see a child actor with this much talent, and "The Sixth
Sense" would not have worked without Osment's fantastic performance.
Writer/director M. Night Shyamalan weaves an
intricate tale that deals with both the supernatural and the
emotional, both personal and religious.
Much of the camerawork matches the pacing of
the film, with lingering pauses and only brief flashes of
the ghosts themselves.
No matter what the trailers imply, this is not a
film with quick jolts of fear and terror (well, ·okay, there is

AT ALAFAYA CLUB

one) but the story of a troubled youth who's ostracized
because of his problems coping with his special ability.
Many people exiting the theater at the same time
as me seemed completely in. shock of the ending, but I
found it a logical conclusion to the film.
Either cinema goers becoming more na've or less
attentive, because a watchful eye won't found the ending
awk~ard in the sightest.
"The Sixth Sense" isn't a scary film so much as
it is a chilling film. It's not a film that is frightening so
much as it is eerie. To be blunt, you won't wake up in the
middle of the night with nightmares from this film. (Or at
least, you shoul~n't, and if you do, you're a wimp.)
It is, however, an excellent piece of cinema and a
good sign that stories are starting to become important to
movie makers again. Expand your senses.
·

Luxury
Student Living
At Its Finest

BRAND NEW COMMUN/1Y
Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works!
Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available
Rental Rates include Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local Phone
Our Community Features:

Every Suite Offers:
• Private Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Individual Phone Lines
• Local Phone Service
• Additional Phone Lines
for Internet Access
• Ceiling Fans
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer
' • Microwave
• Automatic Dishwasher
• Self-Cleaning Oven
• And Much, Much Morel

• Convenient Location
(less than one mile from UCF)

• Lighted, Gated Community
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility
(with Freeweights)

• Sports Courts
• Swimming Pool With
Designer Deck

College Suites
3100 Alafaya Club Drive • Orlando, Florida 32817
Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local: (407) 482-9990

*except long distance
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Few people
will ever set foot in an office like this. But then, become a Marine Officer. tnv<Jluable training that rnuid lead to
few people have wtiat it takes to be a Marine Officer. Officer on exciting career in aviation. If you've got what it takes to be i'l
Candidates School (OCS) is rhe first-step towards preparing you leader of Marines, you could ger an office with a sp€(Iacufar view: ·
for a future beyond anything you (Ould imagine. )II
ra~ For more info call l/800/270-9874 ex:t 17-lS for .
At OCS you'll develop ti• qualities you need to 1-,.JilL~
~ Captain Reese or contact us at I.he Welcome Back Expo

,.-'HJ•

Tl"• Few. TJ1e- Proud.
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MARlNE OHICER.
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MY DEGREE GOT ME TBE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TBE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for
this job. I'm sure my college degree
and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management
experience I got through Army
ROTC that won them over. Army

i

ROTC ta-qght me.responsibility selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are
things you just can't learn from a
textbook. I don't know where I'd be ·
right now if I hadn't ·enrolled in
Army ROTC, but I do know one
filing for sure ... I wouldn't be here.

~El!'if@

ARMY ROTC
THE SMIRTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Trailer 501
(beliind the swimming pool) or call
Captain :Qob Hribar at
( 407) 823-5383/2430.

From their first semi-rnccessful battle
located in a nursing home's social hall - it's pretty
obvious that the heroes of "Mystery Men" are not run
of the mill.
Unlike typical superheroes, the ones in this
comic action film weren't born into their professions.
They are commoners in superhero suits - and as they
see it, if Champion City needs superheroes, they
might as well do the duty.
After the first scene's fight sequence, it seems
as if the city is okay on the superhero front without
the three core wannabes. After all, neither Shoveler
(William H. Macy), Mr. Furious, (Ben Stiller), nor
Blue Raja (Hank Azaria) is able to save the seniors in
peril even while flinging forks, wielding shovels and
spouting c:i-nger. Only Captain Amazing (Greg Kinnear
dressed in a black cat suit covered with company
endorsements), the city's true hero, is able to save the
day.
But predictably, the relativ.e peace that
Captain Amazing has melded in Champion City by
ousting all of the city's super villains is short lived.
After complaining to his publicist that there
isn't enough fight-able evil to keep up his image,
Captain Amazing sends his wealthy and bespectacled
alter ego to the city's asylum, where he arranges for
Cassanova Frankenstein (Geoffrey Rush) to be
relea~ed after years of therapy.
When the unreformed villaix;i_ outsmarts
Captain Amazing, it is suddenly time for the motley
bunch of not-so-super superheroes to save the day and
defeat a not-so-scary, but decidedly evil bunch of bad
guys, including a rowdy bunch of sweater-wearing
frat guys and a few disco boys.
To prepare for the challenge, the original
bunch supplement their team with The Bowler
(Janeane Garofalo) whose weapon is a bowling ball
molded around her father's skull, Invisible Boy (Kel
Mitchell), who is only invisible when no one is
watching him, and The Spleen (Paul Reubens), who
shoots farts with amazing precision.
As their coach they find the mysteriously
caped Sphinx (Wes Studi), who shares not-so-wise
witticisms such as, "To learn my teachings, I must
first teach you how to learn." The heroes-to-be adopt
this maxim with gusto.
Armed _with freshly sewn costumes, non-lethal
weapons and newly found confidence in themselves
ahd one another, the team sets out to defeat the evil
that is threatening to overtake their world.
Yes, this movie's basic story line is predictable - who ever saw a fight between good and
evil when the forces of bad came out victorio·us?
But when you look past this easy-to-call story
line, "Mystery Men" really has a lot to show for
itself.
Its heroes are likeable for the _v ery fact that
they a·re just normal people who want to be something
special. Shoveler is a family man; Blue Raja is an
unmarried 40-something living with his mother; Mr.
Furious works in a junk yard.
But when flinging silverware, dressed in
intimidating leather outfits and taking on British
accents, these commoners take on qualities that make
them capable of something that is, well - special.
Combined with a great cast and a script that
pokes fun at many current events as well as the comic
book genre as a whole, this movie is definitely worth
a trip to the theater.
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LEAD STORIES
- In May, Arizona state Rep. Tom
Gordon inexplicably faked a Naval Reserve
order, hopped a military plane to the Balkans,
and engaged in unspecified "unauthorized activities" (according to a U.S. official) 1n Sarajevo
for six weeks before being ordered home.
Afterward, Gordon refused to answer most
questions except to say that he had been held .
hostage by Serbs and that "lots of things need to
be explained, and in due course, they will be."
- As Predicted in the "South Park"
Movie: In August, the Ottawa Sun reported general outrage in Canada (led by the war veterans' group, the Royal Canadian Legion) that gayhating Topeka, Kan., pastor Fred Phelps had
burned the Canadian flag while in Ottawa
recently. Phelps was protesting a Supreme Court
of Canada decision to include same-sex couples
as having "spouses" and had called the smoldering Canadian banner the "Fag Flag." Said a
retired army captain, "Our government has 'got
to make the stand."
·

Things Nobody Cares About
In July, Massachusetts filed a civil complaint
against convicted murderer Sean Smith, 34, on
behalf of three of Smith's fellow inmates who
said Smith bilked them out of $55,000 of family
money in an investment scheme. And three days
later, a judge in Tampa, Fla., denied tobacco-litigation lawyer Henry Valenzuela his $20 million
share (out of $200 million set aside for legal
fees from the state's 1997 settlement with
tobacco companies) because he had been late in
paying his $2,500 share of a litigation expense.

Can't Possibly

Be True

Allegedly jealous husband Floyd John
Weseman, 27, was arrested in Morristown,
Tenn., in April and charged with domestic
assault after he reportedly beat his wife and
attached a small padlock to her genitals.
...,

-

- In July, a 48-year-old woman
filed a lawsuit against Gold Coast Hospital in
Southport, Australia, for about $450,000 (U.S.)
· because the hospital apparently misplaced part
of her brain after aneurysm surgery in 1996.
According to the lawsuit, doctors were to temporarily remove her right frontal lobe and
replace it when swelling subsided, but then ,
when they went to insert the lobe, they couldn't
find it. She has a temporary titanium plate but
claims various symptoms including "irritability"
and a "percep6on" that the lobe might have
·
been fed to dogs.
- According to a March Boston ·Globe
story, residents of Portsmouth, N.H., are finally
at the breaking point over the city's ancient and
deteriorating sewer system that has resulted
(according to one resident) in raw sewage overflow in his basement and on city streets during
every h!gh tide in the past 10 years. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency believes
repair would be so costly that it has long
exempted Portsmouth and 100 New England
communities from raw sewage discharge regulations. The city manager said a solution is at
least 10 to 15 years away, but, asked one resident, "Why are we talking about building a new .
library and parking garage when we have
sewage in our basements?"

Science Fair
- The Safety Tanteisha detective agency in
Osaka, Japan, told New Scientist magazine in
June that it sells about 200 aerosol-spray kits a
month (at $400 each) to help women find out
whether their men are having affairs by detect-

ing the presence of fresh seminal fluid on their
underwear. Another "miracle produ_ct,"
Infidelity Detection Cream, rubbed on a man's
skin, will cause blisters the next time he show- .
ers, which would subject him to wifely questioning if he arrived home with freshly blistered
skin.

If You Have Been Thinking Of A New Style
Now Is The Time

For Details

Before

- In May, scientists at the University of
Hawaii announced that they had successfully
transferred the gene that gives jellyfish a green
color over to the per:qianent DNA of a mouse
via a method of "transgenesis" that breaks the
coating of sperm and allows gene-commingling.
That a pink mouse turned fluorescent green
under· an ultraviolet light was cool, but the scientists were much more excited that their transgenesis was a big improvement o".er previous
methods.

Ladies -Please 7r
Call
Hair We Ar~
At

After

407-628-7044
or
e-mail us
HairWeAre@geocities.com
Hair We Are in Downtown Winter Park

- The Times of London reported in May
that officials from Britain's Ministry of Defense
had recently met with Eric Herr, the American
who has patented a phaser gun and seeks
$500,000 to make a prototype. Current "taser"
guns are not effective unless applied directly to
the skin, but .Herr's gun would shoot a laser at
someone up to 100 yards away and then pass an
electrical current through it that would temporarily immobilize the target.

FRll
IUBI

Latest Philanthropy
Londoner Lisa Wright was granted a loan of
about $4,500 from the Prince's (of Wales) Trust
during the spring to help her start a business to
design "respectable and elegant" women's
clothes for male transvestites. Said Wright, "If
they're going to dress as women, they must
learn how to dress prope~ly. We don't want
transvestites to frighten children." And acco~d
ing tQ.. documents released by Canada's Reform
party in June, film director Cynthia Roberts
received about $78,000 (U.S.) in 1996 and 1997
from the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts
Council to make "Bubbles Galore," starring
American porn queen Nina Hartley and featuring, according to Roberts, "wall-to-wall sex."

,.
10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean
(one mile west of UCF)

,.

679-2448
BUY ONE SUB AND TWO
32 OZ. DRINKS AND GET
ONE SUB FREE.

Recurring Themes
On July 7 in Bari, Italy, neighbors found the
skeleton of a man, later learned to have been
born in 1928, fully clothed and lying on his bed.
After contacting relatives and neighbors, police
estimated the man had been dead for around
five years. That might tie the record set by the
late Wolfgang Dircks of Bonn, Germany, when
his body was found in November 1998; he
apparently expired during December 1993 based
on the TV program guide next to the still-"on"
(but broken) television set that the body was
propped in front of.
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Of equal or lesser value. One coupon per visit.
expires 11 /30/99
·
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Least Competent Criminals
In May, four men, aided by an employee of the
State Theater in Menomonie, Wis., stole a print
of the "Star Wars" movie "The Phantom
Menace" (value: $60,000) in one of the worstexecuted crimes.in state history. As the men lifted the 3-foot-wide spool from the projector, it
unraveled, leaving two miles of celluloid on the
floor. The men scooped the mess up, 'took it
home, and tried to wash the film in a bathtub to
get rid of their fingerprints (hint: doesn't work).
Then, they cut it up for disposal but, after a
while, finally realized they needed to tum themselves in. (Authorities said alcohol was heavily
involved in the caper.) In sentencing in July,
each man got five days in jail.
(Send your Weird Ne~s to Chuck
Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679,
or Weird@compuserve.com.)
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Ben Stein Finding New Avenues for Mournful Voice, Powerful Intellect
ELLEN GRAY
KNIGHT RIDER NEWSPAPERS

j

If Ben Stein's voice were a tree, it would be a weeping willow.
If it were an animal, it would be Pooh's mournful
friend Eeyore, one of the smarter creatures in the Hundred
Acre Wood, and certainly the most miserable.
And if Ben Stein's voice were somehow to become
separated from Ben Stein's formidable brain, it would probably still be funny enough to star in its own show on Comedy
Central.
But that show wouldn't be "Win Ben Stein's
Money," the cable channel's acerbic antidote to fussy old
"Jeopardy:' Maybe no one will ever pay off a mmtgage winning $5,000 from Stein, but at least they won't get scolded,
either, for failing to phrase their answers as a question. And
instead of a smug Canadian who seems to know all the
answers because they 're written down for him, those seeking
some of Stein's cash have only to face the droll and deadpan
Stein himself and somehow answer more questions correctly
than he does.
Not that it's easy. The 54-year-old Stein, who's been
a lawyer, college professor, White House.. speechwriter (he
worked in the Nixon and Ford administrations), screenwriter,
actor, columnist and novelist, possesses a seemingly endless
fund of odd bits of useless-and useful-information. It's the
kind of knowledge you're not going to pick up watching
"South Park."
Stein's also smart enough t1:i know that it'~ what
comes out of his mouth as much as what comes out of his head
that's made ''Wm Ben Stein's Money" a cult hit.
"I think (the voice) contributes a lot'' to the show's
success, he acknowledged during a recent interview at the
Television Critics Association's summer meetings. "People
like my voice. It reminds them of "Ferris Bueller,'" the movie
in which Stein made his mark playing a particularly boring
teacher.
Stein himself describes the sound as "the voice of a
depressed person dying to be happy."

long way from the isolation booth on "Win Ben Stein's
What depresses Stein? His work, for starters.
While he and moderator Jimmy Kimmel won't be Money."
· "My favorite interviewer, by far, is Brian Lamb (of
producing new shows until November, "as far as I'm concerned, they can have no more production for five years,'' Stein C-SPAN). So if you imagine Brian Lamb ... interviewing
said. "It's very, very stressful" to come up with 130 shows a fullny people, trying to get them to say funny things, you've
pretty much got it," he said.
season, and as many as 160 or 170 in a calendar year.
"It'll be topics like, Is it better to be beautiful or rich?
''That's a hell of a lot, and I'm not a very mentally or
physically strong person ... I think I know a lot, but I get very Is it better to be in Hollywood or in Washington, D.C.?
'We're going to ask people things like, Is it better to
frazzled and upset. I often leave the stage in a state of total rage,
be a hard-working hone~ person or a rich swindler?" he said.
fury and despair,'' he said.
When the show's in production, they tape "three a 'We'll get.an investment banker for the rich swindler and we'll
day most days and then one horrible day, four a day," he said, g~t a guy who loads trucks at the Wal-Mart for the honest citoffering a hint for those who'd like to take his money: Try to izen," he said.
,
catch him toward the end of the week, or at the very beginning,
''The point of it is, we're going to ask people questions designed to make them tell us about their lives. And then
when ''I'm really in rocky shape."
In addition, he said, "I'm very often sick because it's we're going to ask them about the paradigm that they think
underlies their lives. And then we're going to try to contrast the
so stressful. I catch every cold that goes through."
You might think with aggravation like that, Stein way their lives are actually lived with the scht'matic of how
they _think their lives are being lived. We'll try to point out the
would be looking to cut back. Not exactly.
In October, Comedy Central will introduce a Stein contradictions between their imagination of what motivates
talk show. Tentatively titled ''Turn Ben Stein On," it actually them and moves their lives compared with what their lives are
really like," he said.
represents an effort to reduce the stress in his life. _
Although he'll continue to do "Win Ben Stein's
"For example ... we interviewed a Hollywood detecMoney;' ''I want to segue little by little into doing shows that tive, a matrimonial detective, and we got him, after much quesdon't involve so much tension, don't have so much at stake," tioning, to confess that he probably ruins people's lives for no
he said.
particular reason and for not even getting paid much money."
Stein paused. .''I said a smart thing to you,'' he said,
When he talks about the stakes, he's not talking
about the odd five grand he might have to ante up to a winner. actually sounding pleased for a moment, apparently taken with
"It's the prestige, and the embarrassment of making the idea of people examining the "paradigm of their life relaa mistake" that bothers him, he said.
tive to the way they actually live."
"The way the game .:. is set up, and considering the
"I'm going to have to remember that," he said.
effect of taxes, if I win or lose it doesn'tmake all that much dif- ·
As for what it will take to make all that funny, "it'll
ference to me. But I'm terribly embarrassed and upset if I get depend on my voice, and my wit, and it'll be a way for.me to
some easy thing wrong. If it's a ridiculously hai;d thing and I express my wit,'' he said, and to express it in a way different
had no chance of getting it, I don't feel so bad, but miss an easy from his game show.
"I don't have to sit in a ... booth and ask some psything and I feel terrible."
The talk show he describes, which Comedy Central chopath who reads the Encyclopedia Brittanica while sitting
1s promoting as a showcase for "Stein's natural ability as an on the toilet all day to humiliate me and torture me and wreck
engaging and humorous conversationalist," certainly sounds a my sleep."
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Located Af The Corner of
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OPEN 24 HOUR9 evmv DAVI
(407) 799-8888

www.ronjons.com
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Your next Ron Jon Purchase!
Offer not valid on sale items,
equipment or previous purchases.

EXPIRES 9/a0/99
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Servers. hosts and dishwashers needed for
Chinese restaurant. 2 locations. Apply in person at Dragon Court. Corner of Alafaya and
McCulloch in University Palms (Publix)
Shopping Center.
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200.

FOR SALE
Mobile Home for Sale - Rent-to-own.
2 bedroom/I bath with all appliances, washer/dryer, freezer. UCF area. Owner will
finance. $10,000 or best offer.
Cassandra Brown (352) 357-8842.

Telemarketers - 6-9:00 p.m., Mon - Thurs. for
mortgage company. Call 830-7066,
fax 830-8442, Allen: John.

Kroehler solid wood bedroom suite. Double
bed+ new mattress and box spring. Bed in a
bag included. Night stand table. 6 drawer
dresser and mirror. $450.00. Call Susan at
(407) 539-2854.

Receptionist - Part-time in afternoons for
mortgage company in Altamonte Springs.
Must have computer knowledge.
Call 830-7066 or fax 830-8442, Allen: John.

Motorola Bravo Express Pager - connection
fee included. $20. Call 977-248l.

Park Attendant (Part-time) City of Maitland Must be 18 years of age or older, and possess
strong customer service skills. Ability to work
independently and communicate effectively
with others both verbally and in writing.
Proficient in use of personal computer,
Microsoft Word and Excel highly desired.
Possess a valid Florida driver's license.
Starting salary $6.00/hour.
Apply to: City of Maitland, Personnel Dept.
l 776 Independence Lane, Maitland, FL
32751. Position open until filled.
EOE MIF/DN D-F-W.

FoRRENT
UCF Area - Nice home has 2 rooms available
$325.00 and $345.00. Full use of house, utilities and cable included.
Available immediately. 977-1051.
Room for rent. Downtown/non-smoker. No
pets. $400/month. 113 utilities. Call 570-8722,
leave message.

SOCIAL, NON-CONFORMIST, WITTY,
EASY-GOING, CREATIVE. Sound like you?
Be the next Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on campus. It just might be
the g greatest job you'll ever have. For more
information on Red Bull, check out www.redbull.com Then send your resume to Pamela
Sachez: Fax# 407-297-0220. E-mail:
DRLJS@aol.com

Mother-in-Law House w/ Loft $350.00/month. $200.00 security deposit.
Furnished, all utilities included - no pets.
Available July 27, 1999. Minutes from UCF.
Call 366-2545.
For Rent - 2 bedroorn/2 bath 1,000 square
foot. Clean, walk to UCF. $535/month. Free
washer/dryer. $500 security, $25 credit. Call
249-3845 or cell 484-9830.
Winter Park room for rent - close lo UCF.
Private bath, ale, cable, tv, pool, tennis for Professional only. $350/month. Please
call (407) 679-8812 and leave a message.
Efficiency $350.00/month. $100.00 security
deposit. Furnished, all utilities, local tel_ephonc, cable included. Minutes from UCF. No
pets . Call 366-2545.

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted - Earn $1,200 - $2,000 in 2
weeks. Receive a new Dell Computer
Pentium Processor 15'' monitor keyboard 56k
modem mouse & pad thm Aug 31, 1999.
Call 660-8727.
Student needed to babysit in our Tuscawilla
home. 2 year-old and 4 month-old. 3 or more
afternoons each week. Call 359-8577.

HAVE FUN -RAISING FU\'DS
FOR YOUR CLUBS, TEAMS, & GROUPS EARN UP
TO $500 OR MORE 1 PUT OUR 25 +YEARS OF
FUNDRAISING EXPERrENCE TO WORK FOR YOU.
CALL ,Now FOR DETAILS ON FREE CD OF YOUR
CHOICE 1-800-592-2121 EXT.725

Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop. Plus, get free<
meals, merchandise and more! Free decails.
Send a# 10 SASE to:
S & J Marketing, 10151 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 328 I7
Calling All Musicians!
If you would like to use your instrumental ta]-

ems in an orchestra and/or band call Heath at
644-5060.

1

Part-time Bookkeeper needed for Veterinary
clinic in Oviedo. Call 366-7323.
Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible schedule P/t or FIT. Call 699-1992.
Youth Programs Counselor City of Maitland Must be 18 years of age or older. Pass department of Children and Families (DCF) screening requirements. Possess DCF certification
or obtain within 15 months of employment;
and certification in First Aid and CPR or
obtain within three months of employment.
Prior experience working with programs for
school age children and experience directing
sports, games and activities for children a
plus. Starting salary $6.00/hour + paid benefits.
Apply to: City
of Maitland, Personnel Dept., 1776
Independence Lane, Maitland, FL 32751.
Position open until filled.
EOE
MIF/DN D-F-W.

SERVICES

Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would
like you to volunteer. Positions available in
PT & OT, Transitional Care, Radiology &
other departments. lf interested call,
649-6222.

After school pick- ~p - 6 yr. old boy, 2
days/week from JCC (Maitland) to WP and
Oviedo for late afternoon activities. Reliable
transportation a must. $200/momh.
244-5188 (d) or 366-9969 {e).

Veterinary Technician & Receptionist needed
for Veterinary clinic in Oviedo.
Call 366-7323.

Central Florida Regional Hospital has an
internship program available in Marketing,
Activities Coordination, Geriatrics &
Administration. Call 407/321-4500 ext. 5784.

Part-time position (3 nights per week) - Assist
disabled individual with living needs & exercise, near UCF. Nice environment, good pay.
Call John 678-1729.

Experienced babysitter - to care for 3 mo. old
in my home two days/week. Reliable transportation and references required. $8/hour.
Please call 679-4809 and leave message.

$25 + Per Hour
Direct sales reps needed NOW' Market credit
card applications. Person-to-person.
Commissions average $250-500/wk.
(800) 651-2832.

Gymnastics Coaches wanted - Experienced,
pennanent part-time position. Positive attitude
and a love of children are a must 1 If interested, please call Mrs. Franklin at Brown's
Gymnastics at Winter Park 657-8774.

Leasing Consultant - 2-3 days/week from 9-6
pm. Sanford area apartment community. We
are flexible on the days worked. We offer
training and pay $7.50/hour. Call 931-0400 or
fax resume to 931-1004.

Lucerne Medical Center has internships
available in Marketing, Activiues coordination
Geriatrics, & Administration.
If interested call 649-6222.

Babysitter wanted in our home, Oviedo area.
2 children ages 5 and 1. Monday afternoons
and Thursdays 8 am - 4 pm. Must have transportation and good references. Please call
365-7866 evenings.

SPRING BREAK 2000 WITH STS - Join
America's# 1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
(800) 648-4849 or visit online @
www.ststravel.com.

Ladies' Earn $100 to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies and
Backstage. Wear -beautiful dresses and work
with style while you earn $25 to $50 per
hour 1 Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am. Pan-time
is Friday and Saturday., Fulltime is
Wednesday - Saturday. Nights go by fast, top
salary. quality people' Must be 19, own a car
and have a great personality. Join our team!
Call Tracey at 521-8003 or Renee at 9770449.

Floor Technician - Full or Part-time positions
available. Must be available in the evenings.
Entails suipping, waxing and scrubbing
floors. Experience a plus. Will train.
Advancement into management possible.
Must be reliable. Excellent pay. Call 3809444. Monday - Friday, between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m.
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Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency available to assist with debt
consolidation program.
- Slop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x l.

$500.00 to $5,000.000.00 commercial real
estate financing - National Placement. Free
consultation. (800) 970-1328.

ROOMMATES
Sub-leaser wanted for College Park
Community-May 10 - August LO, 1999.
Excellent location. All utilities included. Pool,
tennis, etc. $355.00 per month or $1,000.00
up-front for 3 months. Call Shawn al
(407) 926-5475

Happy Hour

Room for Rent - 3/2 house w/ medium size
dog. UCF area, shared bathroom. $195/month
+ $100 security deposit. 1/3 ulil & phone. To
rent ASAP, call Greg@ 541-2000 (day) or
381-0309 (eves).

2FOR1 DRAUGHTS
2-7 Weekdays

2 Rooms for Rent in a 3 bedroom/2 bath
home. Master Bedroom/Bath - $350.00 +
utilities. Second Bedroom - $300.00 + utilities. Call Robert Soho· at (407) 372-6321.

(w/ Valid Student ID)

$2.99
Pitchers
of Beer
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &

Sundays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blv~. •Orlando, fl 32817 • 407.282.0505
·M l\IL: 120Alexandria Blvd. Suite 17, Oviedo, FL 32765
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Bookstore
Your On-cantpus Store

. Featuring:
·The Largest Selection Of Used Textbooks
• 90 Days Same As Cash With UCF Master Card *
• Guaranteed Lowest Textbook Prices*
• Daily Textbook Buyback
(By The Way, We Pay The MOST!)
•Starbuck's Cafe Featuring Daily Specials
·Academically Priced Software .
(Ex. Office 2000 standard $159.99)*
·Complete Convenience Section (Got The Munchies?)
·Largest Selection of UCF clothing &Gifts
·All Of Your School &Art Supply Needs · ·
·Discounted· New York Ti mes Best Sellers
* See Store For Details

407-UCF-BOOK
(823-2665)
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Winch's men's soccer squad hope intent on taking program to new heights
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

1998-99 was a record-setting season for UCF men's
soccer, but in the minds of Coach Bob Winch and his players, its not worth talking about.
"I haven't mentioned too much about last year, Winch
said. They're all smart guys, and they realize that we had
a good season but not a great season. We won a lot of
games, but at the end of the year we weren't the winner.
UCF set a school record with 13 wins last year, but
lost in the Trans America Athletic Conference championship game against Jacksonville, falling one win short of
its first NCAA Tournament appearance.
With nine starters returning, UCF is ready to make
another run at that elusive 'great season'.
"I feel good about the team because we do have the
core of it returning, Winch said. We have a strong nucleus, and then with the addition of a couple players I think
we look pretty good.
The 1998 team gained experience playing against five
nationally ranked teams, including eventual national
champions Indiana. This year's schedule is just as strong.
UCF will play in three tournaments to begin the season, including its annual UCF Soccer Classic beginning
September 3 against Long Island. The Knights also have a
matchup against NCAA participant South Florida in
between games at Oakland University in Michigan and
the University of Wisconsin.
The TAAC schedule begins with a rematch against
Jacksonville on September 29, starting a stretch in which
UCF plays six of seven contests at home, including a
match against perennial national power Florida
- International on October 5. The Knights conclude their
regular season schedule .with five road games, participating in the Florida Atlantic Tournament before playing at
North Carolina-Charlotte.
This is a tough conference considering that
Jacksonville beat Duke in the NCAAs. FAU is always
strong, and I've heard that Stetson has improved,l Winch

said. !FIU and South Florida will be very good, and the
other out of region teams will be strong.
Winch should have the firepower to deal with the difficult slate, returning UCF's all-time leading scorer, senior
forward Heikki Ritvanen.
Ritvanen, however, is recovering from shoulder
surgery on August 2, but returned to practice and hopes to
start for the Golden Knights in the season opener. He
underwent arthroscopy Aug. 1 to repair his right rotator
cuff.
"He was out there hitting balls this morning and told
me he feels pretty good," Winch said. Winch added that
Ritvanen's mobility is slowly coming along and he is
doing well in drills.
He has scored 71 goals and tallied 150 points in only
51 career games.
Heikki has been great, and if you had 22 of him then
it would be outstanding, Winch said. He deserves everything that he gets. There's no doubt that he'll be a leader
on this team just through his work rate.
Ritvanerr has earned First Team All-TAAC honors
each of his three seasons, but he is not the only scoring
threat UCF possesses.
Senior Ari Nurmi scored 17 goals last season and
totaled 40 points as a potent scorer opposite Ritvanen.
Fellow senior Amo Nurmisto had 30 points as a sophomore but moved to midfield last year to help the team.
Sophomore Remi Hariz was an instant impact in his
first year, scoring eight goals and adding seven assists.
Abede Edwards and Thomas Zuehlke also return at forward.
The midfield suffered the biggest loss with four members removed from last year's team, but captain Rarni
Vehmas returns as the anchor. He started all 20 games last
year, and is one of the school's leaders in career assists
with 23.
Senior Rich O'Sullivan and sophomore Kaare
Christiansen saw playing time last year and will step in to
starting roles this year to fill the void left by the graduation of three starters. Senior Matt Schmidt and sophomore

UCF SPORTS

INFORMATION

After becoming UCF's all-time leading scorer in iust three seasons, senior Heikki Ritvanen returns in search of one of the few
goals he's yet to accomplish- an NCAA Tournament berth.
Joey Pittman ~ill battle for playing time as well.
Junior Sarni Teittinen and sophomore Tomi Hulkko
started 19 and 18 games, respectively, and bring experience to the backfield. The Knights lost one part-time
starter from last year, but don't lack experience in stifling
the opposition.

NEWCOMERS, Page 32
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Get a higher sc~re. _
Then change
the world.
Setting your sights high? Before making your mark, you'll
need to ace your tests. No one can prepare you better
than Kaplan. With 60 years of p_roven success getting
students into the schools of their choice, we're the #1
name in test prep. Classes are filling up fast, so call today.

INFORMATION

Senior Stephanie Noiseux, playing for her third head coach in three
years, will be h>o~ed upon to provide leadership and ability for UCF.

Knights picked third in TAAC
Volleyball Coaches Poll

CALL 1·800

KAP·TEST

UCF SPORTS

www.kaplan.com

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The University of Central
Florida volleyball team was
selected to finish third in the
1999 Trans America Athletic
Conference
Preseason
Volleyball Coaches Poll. The
Golden Knights, who had won
the conference championship
the previous six years, finished
7-15 in 1998 and were beaten
in the semifinals of the TAAC
Tournament by ev~ntual champion Florida Atlantic.
FAU received the nod from
the coaches to finish first in the
1999 regular-season standings,
followed by Georgia State.
However, the coaches were
split as to who would win the
1999 TAAC Championship.
With four votes each, FAU and
Georgia State are expected to
battle in the title match.
FAU, who won their first
title last season, finished 1999
atop the East Division with a 40 conference record and 16-6
overall. The Lady Owls will-be
led in 1999 by senior First
Team All-TAAC and AllTournament setter Heather
Chandler.
GSU, runners-up in 1998,
went 5-0 in the West last season
while compiling a 26-9 overall
record.
.The Lady Panthers return
four starters from last year's
team, including All-TAAC First
team and All-Newcomer performers Sasa Jurancic and
Oksana
(Nachinova)Greydinger.
Rounding out the top five
of the 1999 TAAC Preseason
Volleyball Poll are UCF (3rd in
TAAC East in 1998), Campbell
(25-8, 2-2-2nd in East) and
1-J)
Jacksonville (12-16,
respectively. Troy State is sixth
in the 1999 TAAC Preseason

Volleyball poll after cliiming
the third spot in the west division last season.
Jacksonville State is predicted to finish seventh, followed by
Stetson (1215,
1-3),
Sarnford (816, 1-4) and
Mercer (323, 0-5).
UCF,
which
begins the
1999 season Fitzgerald
under the
tutelage of new head coach
Meg Fitzgerald, returns · nine
players from last year's team
including Stephanie Noiseux
(Winter Springs), the team
leaders in kills, Lisa Liljenquist
Rieman (Chuluota), the leader
in service aces and digs, and
Piper Morgan (Loveland,
Ohio), the leader in blocks.
The conference drops divisional play and goes to a full
nine-game round robin conference schedule this season.
The top six teams, based
on winning percentage, will
advance . to the 1999 TAAC
Tournament at Florida Atlantic
University in Boca Raton,
November 19-20. The TAAC
Champion will then advance to
the NCAA Tournament via the
TAAC's automatic bid.
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Newcomers to soccer team could help UCF seniors attain elusive goal
FROM PAGE

30

As for keeper, junior Antti Laitinen
was a mainstay in net last year, earning
First Team All-TAAC honors. He played
all 1,802 minutes last year and recorded a
1.50 goals against average. He also totaled
76 saves and has five career shutouts.
The Knights have added 12 newcomers. Cooper Walker and Rory Scovel were
signed as forwards, and the addition of

seven midfielders will help. Camilo
Cortes, Adam Hirsh, Christian Lundahl,
Ornulf Olse, J .D. Pomposelli, Ahmad
Taylor, and Oyvind Thorin are all listed as
midfielders but could be moved around.
Niclas Eek and Jorgen Midttveit were
added to the backfield along with keeper
Rob Truckenmiller.
Jorgen Midttveit, Oyvind Thorin, and
Ornulf Olsen will help us in the midfield,

Winch said. Joey Pittman, who was a
freshman last year, might see some time.
Cooper Walker has had a good pre-season
so far.
UCF's senior class has propelled the
Knights to a higher standar~ since coming
to Orlando three years ago, but they have
still failed to reach their ultimate goal of
winning a TAAC championship.
Just on their talents and their work

10 AM
2 PM
9 PM

[

J
f''l.

rate they deserve one (championship), but
it's not gonna be given to them,'' Winch
said. "They know that it's not gonna come
easy, but I would love to see them win it.
But it's not as though they've done
nothing in three years, but that is soccer
and that won't be indicative of wl1at
they've meant to the program. Thetve
really elevated this program.

·biology lab
kickboxing class
movie with Jeff

Fashions that make the moment.
Prices that make the grade .
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Mla1rsl~alllls
Brand names for less. Every day.·
Every day Marshalls has a huge selection of the- latest brand name fashions for you and even cool stuff for your dorm room. ,
"t
. .All for much less. So you can look your best without spending a fortune.
' _,.
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Visit us near .campus in Orlando at Colonial Plaza
J

1-800-Marshalls

www .allcampusmedia.com/marshalls
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j Oye! Listen! Check it out!

MuTidoNuevo
e
C 0

M

affordable internet service in english y en espanol.
What it iz.
MundoNuevo.com is a bilingual online provider designed to plug
you into The New World Community Online:
UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Hip and sabroso
unlimited access only $17.95 a month.

Senior Ari Nurmi should continue to be a scoring f rce in the TAAC again
for UCF.

Coaches pick JU to
win TAAC, UCF second

Los goods you get:

5 MB of Personal Web Space
2417 Toll-Free, Bilingual Technical Support
5 E-Mail Accounts
Musics MundoNuevo, an online music store with
hard-to-find Latin Music, concert webcasts, DVD & more!
Voice E-mail via MundoNuevo's RocketTalk/

SPEC/AL TO THE FUTURE

And $1 per subscriber per month goes to the
MundoNuevo Scholarship Fund!
Apply for Scholarships Online!

)

Sign up easy and suave - log on to:
www.mundonuevo.com and Sign-Up or
call 1-888-239-2207 Today!

Join the Movement!
Powered by

~

1

J

Blacl<stone Prep, Inc.

Friday, August 20th
9:00 pm

UCF Football: 11 The New Knights
A Look at the New Faces and
Impact Players·

a non-profit educational corporation

11
:

Offers you a FREE

Saturday, August 28th
11:00 am UCF Football: 11 The New Knights
A Look at the New Faces and
Impact Players

11
:

11 :30 am UCF Football: 11UCF Football
Review with Mike Kruczek"
. Preseason Special

Saturday, September 4th
7:00 pm

UCF Football: Purdue @ UCF (Live)

Want to Talk UCF Sports? Click on the Message Board
at sunshinenetwork.com
*Schedule subject to change

The Trans America Athletic
Conference Menfs
Soccer
Preseason Poll for 1999 features
Jacksonville University tabbed
to win the regular-season title
and also to repeat as TAAC
Tournament Champions in voting completed by TAAC Head
Coaches.
The Dolphins, advancing to
the NCAA Second Round last.
season after defeating Duke at
Durham, North Carolina (3-to-2)
in First Round action, posted a
19-5-0 (.792) mark and finished
in the top 25 in two national
polls (No. 13, Soccer News;
No.25, NSCAA Coaches Poll).
Among the returnees for JU is
junior forward Nesa Stefanovic
who finished the 1998 season
listed third nationally in points,
sixth in goals, and 21st in assists.
Sophomore
forward
Bole
A~irnovic also returns for JU
after finishing his freshman season lis-ted ninth nationally in
both goals and points.
Picked second in the
TAACfs 1999 Preseason Poll is
the University of Central
Florida. The Golden Knights
were defeated in last year's title
game by Jacksonville, .3-2, in
overtime.

Florida Atlantic University
is the coaches pick to finish third
in 1999 followed by Campbell
Stetson
University
and ,
State
University.
Georgia
University
and
Mercer
University complete the 1999
TAAC Preseason Poll.
The 1999 TAAC Men's
Soccer Regular-Season consists
of single-round robin play with
the top six teams advancing to
the TAAC Championship,
November 4-6 (ThursdaySaturday)
at Jacksonville,
Florida. The 1999 TAAC
Champion hosts the Atlantic 10
Conference Champion in an
NCAA Play-In match, with the
winner advancing to the 1999
NCAA Toumament.TAAC 1999

LSAT
Intro Class and Practice Exam

Sunday, August 22nd
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
UCF Area Holiday Inn Amphitheater
We unconditionally guarantee that ifyou do not
achieve your desired score on your first try
we will work. with you until you do!

1-800-881-lSAT
Complete One- Time Fee is $595
INCLUDING MATERIALS
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UCF cashes in with

new tennis coach
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Student
Aluntni

Now that
you.•re here •••

(

University of Central Florida Athletics Director Steve Sloan
announced Wednesday the hiring of Bobby Cashman as menis tennis coach. Cashman, 34, who spent the previous two years as an.
assistant coach at the University of Kansas, replaces acting coach
Michael Dublin who coached the Golden Knights for one season.
A 1989 graduate of Barry University in Miami
Shores, Fla., Cashman played college tennis for
four years at Barry and Miami Dade
Community College. He continued at Barry to
earn a masteris of science degree in human
resource development and leadership.
"Coach Cashman has the qualities we want in a
coach. I think he will do an outstanding job,"
Sloan said.
In his two years at Kansas, he developed a pair
(ashman
of Region V Rookies of the Year: Ed Dus in
1998 and Quentin Blakeney in 1999. Last season, Kansas menis tennis team garnered the Ice Volleys championship, defeated three top 25 teams a~d finished 12-9. The
Jayhawks upset 22nd-ranked Texas A&M in College Station at the
Big 12 Championships.
"This is an excellent career opportunity for me, to head my
own program," Cashman said. "Kansas was a great experience for
me and my family. We will miss Lawrence, Kansas."
Cashman served as associate coach at his alma mater the previous five years and coached Laurent Lamothe, the first AllAmecica iJ! Barryfs history, at the NCAA Division II menfs singles
championships in 1993. Cashman helped coach both the menfs and
womenfs tennis tearris at Barry to the national championship semifinals in 1997.
A member . of the United States Professional Tennis
Association and the Fellowship of Christian Atlµetes, Cashman also
volunteered at . the Lipton ·Tennis Tournament, which includes a
series of free clinics for inner city children·.

UCF Ticket Office

announces distribution.
of student tickets for
UCF-Florida game
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The University of Central
Florida athletic ticket office
announced the procedure for
UCF students to receive tickets
for the September 11, football
game between UCF and the
University of Florida at
Gainesville. With a limited
number of tickets, just 700, students are encouraged to mark
the week of August 23 on their
calendar. Tickets cost $22.00
each.
Distribution of the UCF
student tickets will be by lottery.
UCF students must have a valid
All-Campus Card to participate
in the lottery. Old UCF student
I.D. cards will not be honored.
Numbered vouchers will be distributed the week of August 23,
1999, starting at 9 a.m. on
Monday and going through 5
p.m. on Thursday. The ticket
office, located at the Wayne
Densch Sports Center, will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each
day that week. Each student
must present his/her own AllCampus Card and will be able
to pick up only one voucher.
At the end of the week, one
voucher number will be drawn.
Beginning with that number, the
next 350 voucher numbers will

be eligible to purchase tickets.
Students holding the winning
sequence of numbers will be
able to purchase their tickets the
week of the game: Monday,
Septembe~ 6 through Thursday,
September 9, 9 a.m. to 5 p~m. at
the UCF Ticket Office. The
winning sequence of numbers
will be listed in the September 1
issue of the Central Florida
Future.
Students with a winning
voucher must present the
voucher and a valid All-Campus
Card to purchase their tickets.
Each student with a winning
voucher will be allowed to purchase two tickets and must pay
in cash. Students with winning
vouchers will be allowed to purchase tickets during the times
listed, there will be no exceptions. There will be no refunds
and exchanges.
The Athletic Ticket Office
will not be responsible for
vouchers or tickets that are lost
or stolen. Any student tickets
.not pic}ced up by 5 p.m. on
Thursday, September 9, 1999,
will be retained by the athletic
department and will not be
available for sale.
For more information, call
the UCF Ticket Office at (407)
823-1000.

Association

start making the

connectt.Ons • • •

you•u need

when you leave.

•Fun
•Free Se;m~m~"*~
•Scholarships
•Mentor Program
•Leadership Opportunit :J.
•Free T-shirt and Lapel
•Local Discounts from Ar
•NetWorking with Promin
•Invitations to Mingle w
•Student Alumni Arnbas
•One Year Subscription to .
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.,
679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

. @=: . \ .
~- CflSc,.ti~s .
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Fax: 679-6787

Thames trying to
find wideout niche

15% Discount to
All Students &

Faculty with l.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789

407-629-0050

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817

407-679-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

Sophomore settles into
wide-receiver slot at camp

wire service excludes discount

New Hope Thrift &Gift Shop

TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR.

E. Hwy. SO, Reedy Plaza (Union Park),
behind Captain D 1 s between Murdock & Dean Rd.,
in East Orlando.

One thing Blake Thames has going for him is perseverance.
He's determined to make his mark on UCF football-somewhere.
Anywhere.
•
Thames, a 6-foot-3 redshirt sophomore, came to UCF as a quarterback/receiver at a time when the Golden Knights had their quota
of both filled. The coaching staff felt Thames could make more of
an impact at tight end, convincing him to give it a shot.
Thames was decent at that position, catching a pair of touchdown passes there last season, but his low weight- 215 pounds,
made him a liability as a blocker.
Wide receivers don't make very good tight ends.
Thames enters camp back at wide receiver and appears to have
finally_ settled into a slot. He excelled in UCF's
opening scrimmage, catching five passes for 114
yards, including a pair of long receptions in
which he got behind the secondary. That's monumental for Thames, as the only knock on him is
that he may be a bit too slow to be a consistent
threat.
"He's a big receiver. He's just like (Charles)
Lee, he's just like (Kenny) Clark," Coach Mike
Kruczek said. ''.He's the type of guy I like. He's
not real fast, though, which could be a problem." Thames
It wasn't last Saturday, and according to
Thames, it won't be during the season.
"It's all about ruµning the ,route and recognizing the defense
they're in," Tharries~l"Wh~n' we de one-on-on~s and stilff, ·I try
to use my body and size against. the DB's, but I didn'·t have to that
today, so if11 be better. .
..
_.
.
"i really haven 1 t used my adva~tage b:eca:use that's my strength
and my size but I really haven't used that yet. I just tried to run my
routes and get. open."
Thames was open all day during the scrimmage, and credits his
tight end background as a reason he is so confident going over the
middle.
"Last year's experience as a tight end has helped me become a
real physical receiver. I'm not scared to go across the middle. I like
going across the ~ddle as long as they throw me the ball. I'll catch
it, do what I can do, and d'o n't mind being hit."
UCF junior co-captain Kenny Clark, who wants to be
America's strongest receiver, believes that Thames and other new
receivers will pick up the slack left by the graduation of Siaha
Burley and Mark Nonsant, UCF's most prolific receiving duo ever.
"We're loaded at receiver. We are loaded," Clark said. "You lose
Siaha (Burley) and Mark (Nonsant), who are great receivers, and
nobody is even sweating it, because of what we have back."
Thames agrees, not worried about the offensive unit's struggles
thus far this summer.
"Our other receivers are still going to really step up. This is
going to be a great season," Thames said. "The fact that we have a
lot of tall receivers is going to be a big factor. You'll see it in a couple of weeks after we get everything together and our legs stop being
tired. We've been out here in two-a-days so you know our legs aren't
~eally with it, because playing receiver is hard during this time of
year. All you do is constantly run."
After all Thames has been through trying to find a niche, is he
upset it appears to be at receiver, with all that running?
"No way", he replies, smiling.

Pre-Owned Furniture, Ba.by Items, Clothes,
Appliances, Books, Linens, Collectibles,
Antiques, Sporting Goods, Jewelry, etc.
'

1liL

-

Proceeds benefit non-profit Center for
Grieving Children & Children's Wish
Foundation
Donations are Tax-Deductible.

,

I

Ne#_ Day Delivery Available!
www.aaronrentsfurniture.com

Orlando - 1951 McCoy Rd.
407-851-5810
Orlando - I002 N. Semoran Blvd.
407-281-0100

The Interdisciplinary Ph.D. Program, sponsored by the University of South
Florida, Institute for Biomolecular Science, combines the resources of faculty
in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Medicine to offer students advanced
training in a variety of areas of cellular and molecular biology. The program
features novel instructional methods and outstanding research opportunities to
fully prepare students for careers in biotechnology research and teaching. All
students receive stipends of $15,400 per year and tuition remission. Information
regarding admission requirements (min. GPA 3.4/GRE 1250) and application
materia~s, which should be completed by March 15, can llnlttersity ol
be obtamed from:
5ofldl Florida
IJ>2CMB,IBS,SCA110,
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620.
(813) 974-2392 or ibs@chuma.cas.usfedu
or http://www.cas.usf.edu/ibs/index.btml.
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UCF training camp notes
Captain Kenny and Cover
Guy Fye
With Daunte Culpepper and Mike
Palmer graduated, UCF got a pair of new
captains this summer. And for the first
time in Golden Knight history, one of
them will still have the eligibility to be
around next year.
Junior Kenny Clark became the first
non-senior to be voted team captain. After
struggling in his first two seasons at UCF,
one as a redshirt and the other as a nonfactor, Clark is relishing in his role, cherishing his turnaround.
"It just goes to show how hard I've
worked," Clark said. "That's all. It's an
honor that feels great."
Clark, more vocal of a leader than his
cousin Culpepper, exudes both leadership
and confidence.
"We feel like we've gotten better,"
Clark said. "We lost 20 seniors and we
feel like we've gotten better. That's the
kind of confidence we have."
His fellow captain is a conventional
senior, put he too has taken the long road
and beat the odds.
Jeff Fye, often the smallest person on
the football field, is a marvel, the kind of
player you wouldn't look twice at if he
didn't run up and pop you with a vicious
hit. The transfer from Kansas State is no
longer looked past, as his reputation precedes him. That will happen when you
register "Compaq's College Football Hit
of the Year", awarded to him for knocking
a Northern Illinois wide receiver unconscious.
Fye measures in at a whopping 5feet-8 inches and weighs every ounce of

150 pounds. His mentality makes him 10
feet tall, however, and its cruel considering he was formerly a member of the
offense.
"I don't miss it really, I just enjoy
knocking the other receivers out," Fye
said. "Corning over from Kansas State, I
kind of expected to play on the other side
of the ball, but when I was switched to
defense I just decided to go with it."
Fye has gotten all he can out of the
switch, and is now a prominent member of
the Golden Knights. In fact, Fye graces
the cover of both the Into the Knights
Football Yearbook and the the UCF Media
Guide.
"I just waited my turn, so I'm trying
to do whatever I can to help the team. I
wasn't expecting all this."
:i-iis leadership ability stems from his
attitude, which will come in handy this
September, when the Golden Knights play
four Top-25 teams.
"It's motivating that those guys are
supposed to be better than you because
you weren't talented enough to go to that
school. All you want to do is prove everyone wrong. That's the attitude I take in."

Competitions abound
Besides laying the foundation for a
successful season and teaching the numerous schemes and game plans, there are
still a number of jobs to be determined
before the season begins.
The quarterback battle is the most
high-profile competition taking place,
with transfer Vic Penn, seniors Kelvin
Robinson and Chris Ry~n, and true freshman Brian Miller all looking to become

Daunte Culpepper's successor.
Many may think Penn's resµme separates him from the pack, but he's not in
that category. "I really can't say anything
separates me from them," Penn said. "I've
had the opportunity to play against some
good teams at the University of South
Carolina, but that's the past. Experience is
a big factor, but it can be done without it.
It's anybody's job. You can't take anything
away from these other quarterbacks."
Miller has been the biggest surprise,
showing tremendous ability and a sound
work ethic. Coach Mike Kruczek has
already stated that he is in the three-deep
rotation and won't be redshirted.
"He competes when he's in there all
the time. That's the big thing. He doesn't
take a down off, he doesn't take anything
for granted. He's out there to play football," Kruczek said.
"He's got a big-time arm.To some
degree he's like Daunte (Culpepper) in his
belief that he can do things. I don't think
he's quite at that level of confidence, but
he will get that. He will get it."
Robinson has had his moments, while
Ryan has had his reps diminished, leaving
him little time to show what he can do.
Still; all four compete vigorously, am attitude Kruczek admires and wants to keep
seeing.
"I'd like to keep it competitive,"
Kruczek said. "Sometimes when you
name a guy, the rest of the guys kind of
put the brakes on and quit competing. I;ll
wait and see."
Defensive coordinator Gene Chizik is
still waiting to see someone step up at free
safety, one of the few positions that has
him.concerned.

"I still haven't had a guy step up and
say I'm the man for the safety. Nobody
has done that," Chizik said. "We started
out with Tommy Shavers being the number one guy. I don't know that he's necessarily stepped up and proved that, so we
have an ongoing battle going on there with
him, Ricot Joseph, and a freshman, Asante
Samuel."
Joseph is a former walk-on who is
fast and continues to improve, much like
Samuel.
"He gets better and better each day,"
Chizik said of S~muel. "He's just kind of
learning everything right now and I think
he'll be a very good player in the future. If
he can help us this year he will."

Culpepper struggles in NFL
debut
Former UCF standout Daunte
Culpepper struggled in his pre-season
debut with the Minnesota Vikings.
Entering at quarterback in the second half
of a nationally televised contest, Kruczek
said Culpepper appeared nervous.
"You have to imagine, he's a firstround pick, all the hype's been written
about him and here he is at home in the
opener and he has the whole second half,"
Kruczek said. "I'd be a little nervous looking at that defensive front, the best front in,
football. I imagine (Giants defensive coordinator) John Fox got upset that they
scored in the second quarter so here
comes the heat the whole third quarter."
Culpepper didn't handle it well, finishing 2-of-6 for 15 yards, and being
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Training camp notes (cont'd)
sacked five times.
"I shut it off with 10 minutes left in
the fourth quarter, after the fifth sack,"
Kruczek said. "It was tough to watch.
They didn't put him into a situation to
be successful with that second and
third offensive line playing against a
team like Fox's where all he does is
want to come get you."
Culpepper won't have pleasant
memories of his first professional
action, but Kruczek does, considering
he didn't even hesitate when asked if he
remembered how he did in game one.
"Outstanding," Kruczek said. "It
was against Dallas. I was nine-for-13 in
the fourth quarter. I threw a fade to
Theo Bell (for a TD). You remember
your first experience on a football field.
I don't remember anything much after
that."
Incidentally, former UCF safety
Reginald Doster will have fond memories of his pre-season debut. He intercepted a pass and returned it about 40
yards to set up a game-winning rally
for the Oakland Raiders.
-TONY MEJIA
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-[ Knights picked second in women's soccer-poll
I

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The University of Central Florida
women's soccer team, set to kick off their
first full week of practice Monday, August
16, will have to battle
Jacksonville University to retain its
top spot in the TAAC this year according
to a coaches, poll released by the TAAC
Thursday.
The Golden Knights, who have won
four of the last five TAAC championships,
slid to the number two position in the pre' season rankings. The loss of star goalkeeper Alyssa O'Brien and power forward
Danya Barris, both All-Southeast Region
selectees in 1998 and four-time All-'f.AAC
honorees, helped account for the drop.
Compounding this was as the return of
JU's Marit Foss who led the nation in
assists last year, Trine Riis Graven, 25th
in assists and 26th in scoring, and Stine
Kloster, 14th in goals and 11th in points.
Even though the UCF women lost
their number one slot in one poil, they-are
not down for the count. Another poll
released this week by Soccerbuzz maga1

1

zine named the 1999
UCF recruitment class
the 10th best in the
southeast,
which
thrusts UCF in the
same group as such
acclaimed teams as
the University of
North Carolina at
Hill,
the Cromwell
Chapel
University of Florida
and Duke. The ranking also places them
first in the TAAC.
Heading the elite eight are Amanda
King (Austin, Texas), Nicole Cieslak
(Orlando), Sara McDonald (Brighton,
Mich.) and Jessica Kuhlman (St. Charles,
Miss.). King, a two-time All-Region honoree and three-time All-District selection
should post big numbers for the team. The
freshman forward comes with such honors as Offensive Player of the Year, 19971
and District MVP.
Cieslak is another freshman forward
looking to continue the legacy handed
down by Harris. Cieslak was named
"Player of the Year" by the Orlando

Sentinel last year and has earned first
team All-State honors for the past three
years.
Defender Sara McDonald was a
three-time All-Conference honoree and a
two-time All-Area, All-League and AllState selectee. She was integral part of her
club team,s six state cup championship
titles.
Kuhlman rounds out the head of the
incoming class. The freshman goalkeeper
will be one of four girls battling for the
spot left vacant by O'Brien. Kuhlman was
a two-time All-Conference and All-Metro
honoree. She took her club team to
regional titles ir 1995, 1996 and 1998,
~ncluding a trip to national championship
playoffs in 1998.
The recruits join seven returning
starters and a new coaching staff. The new
head coach, former U.S. National Team
member Amanda Cr.omwell, comes to
UCF from the head coach post at the
University
of
Maryland-Baltimore
County with a 26-15-1 record.
JU'S FOSS, Page 39
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Auburn QB race I
'wide open'
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Wireless Works tor UCF

CLARKE PITTS
THE AUBURN PLAINSMAN (AUBURN U.)

Sprint PCS Select Retaller

(U-WIRE) AUBURN, Ala. Is the quarterback position for Auburn a question mark?
Noel Mazzone, offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach
for the Tigers, said, "I think it's a wide open ball game. Everyone's
got a shot."
Only two quarterbacks are returning from last year's team,
sophomore Gabe Gross and junior Ben Leard.
Joining the team this season are freshmen Jacob Allen, Phillip
Gargis, Jeff Klein, Jim Bob Striplin, and Allen Tillman.
Sophomore Mai.lon Kent, a center fielder for the Auburn baseball team, has also joined the team.
This gives the Tigers eight quarterbacks. Mazzone focused on
three: Gross, Leard and Tillman.
"All three of the kids have worked hard all summer," Mazzone
said. "Gabe is getting over his shoulder injury that he suffered last
spring."
When asked about Allen, Mazzone said, "Jacob Allen set all
the hig~ school state records in Texas.
"The tough thing is, when you have new quarterbacks learning
a new system, it's hard to get four of five guys getting the same
reps," said Mazzone.
Gross, Leard, Tillman and Allen all have attributes that could
thrust them to the helm of the Tiger's offense.

"The Clear Alternative to Cellular"
Affordable to Use Whenever You Want!

Prloritv Paging Service
Rates as Low as $4. 95 per Month!
FREE ACTIVATION!

•Unlimited Numeric Service
• Central Florida Coverage - Coast to Coast
12 months of Free beeper service with the purchase of any
Sprint PCS Phone from Wireless Works. Phones start at $99.

Check it Out! Sprint's "All-Nighter" Student Plan
570 minutes for $24.99
Includes 70 an)l!ime
minutes PLUS 500 Nights and Weekend minutes!
\
Nights and Weekends start 7pm on Friday, 9pm Monday-Thursday.
visit our store for details

Gabe Gross
Gross attended Northview High School in Dothan. As a senior
he passed for 1, 116 yards and nine touchdowns. He completed 50
percent of his passes, 78 of 156.
Gross also rushed for 485 yards and 11 touchdowns on 93 carries.
Gross started six games for the Tigers last year. He played in
nine. For the season, Gross completed 88of197
passes (44. 7 percent) for 1,222 yards. He threw
seven touchdowns and 12 interceptions.
In the Homecoming game against Central
Florida, Gross threw the 58-yard, game-winning pass to Karsten Bailey with less than a
minute to play.
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Ben Leard
Leard played for Hart County High School in
Gross
Hartwell, Ga.
As a senior he completed 168 of 270 passes (62.2 percent) for
2,530 yards and 25 touchdowns.
Last year he played six games and started
five. He completed 54 of 114 passes (47.4 percent) for 703 yards ..
He also threw four touchdowns and seven
interceptions.
Leard's best game of the season was
against Louisiana State.
He completed 21 passes for 285 yards. This
marked Auburn's top passing output of .the season.
Leard

~
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Allen Tillman
Allen Tillman is an All-state selection from Newton High
School in Newton, Miss. As a senior he completed 80 of 160 passes (50 percent) for 1,393 yards. He also rushed for 618 yards and
10 touchdowns on 54 carries (11.4 yards per carry).
He was rated as one of the top 15 quarterbacks in the Southeast
Region by Prep Star magazine.
He was also two-time Division 7-2A Best Offensive Back and
two-time Meridian Star South Area Player of the Year.

•

Jacob Allen
Allen, a walk-on, played for Bridgeport High School in
Bridgeport, Texas. As a senior he completed 245 of 384 passes
(63.6 percent) for 3,869 yards.
He also threw 35 touchdowns with nine interceptions.
Allen set the Texas 3A records for career passing yards, 5,844
in 22 games; .season passing yards, 3,869; game passing yards, 488;
season touchdown passes, 35; career pass completions, 388; and
season pass completions, 245.
Allen was also Texas 3A Player of the Year.
Mazzone wouldn't say anything about who will be the starting
quarterback for the season opener against Appalachian State. He
said a lot will be learned at two-a-day practices.
Mazzone concluded, "In about two weeks we'll see what
we've got."
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Williams eyes No. 1 JU's Foss returns after leading Division one in assists
spot in UCF's backfield
FROM PAGE

,
,~
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Jacksonville, finishing second last year to UCF,
posted a 14-5-1 (725) record in 1998. The Dolphins
have j·unior Marit Foss returning after -she finished the
1998 season leading Division I in assists (20) while
tling for the No. 1 spot in UCF's backfield. He's definiteplacing fifth in points (52) and 29th in goals (16). Also
ly raised the eyebrows of one important juclge of talent.
returning for JU in 1999 is sophomore Trine Riis Groven
"I'm really pleased with Terrance. He does it every
and junior Stine Kloster. Groven was listed tied for 25th
day," Coach Mike Kruczek said. "He's the most producnationally in assists (11) and 26th in points (39) while
tive tailback we've got right now. It's not even close.
Kloster completed the 1998 season 14th in goals (14)
Terrance will block, Terrance will catch. He just has to
and I Ith in points (35).
understand the offense a little bit better mentally."
TAAC Head Coaches predict · Georgia State
Williams will do his part to see that the trio produces, , University will finish third in the · 1999 regular-season
hoping one of them will become the first 1,000-yard rushstandings as the Panthers look to return to the title match
er since 1995.
after winning the TAAC Championship in 1997.
"[The three-back rotation] is not something I'm comGSU juniors Sarah Crawford and Chandra Yorgason
fortable with, but I'm not a selfish person," Williams said.
return to lead GSU in 1999 after Crawford finished last
"However we can win a ballgame, I'm here to do it. If
season listed 21st in goals allowed average (0.79) and
they feel they need me to run out of the backfield and
Yorgason finished 19th in goals (15).
catch the ball, I'll do that too.
Mercer University is predicted fourth in the presea"That's something I need to work on, too. Coming
son poll as two-time TAAC Player-of-the-Year Mirela
out of high school and in junior college, I was a running
Ninic returns after placing 12th in goals (18) and 23rd
back. It's preparation for the next level, if I make it."
in points (40) last season.
Williams' future in the NFL remains uncertain, but
Jacksonville State University, Campbell University,
his work ethic could get him there, Gooch said.
Samford University, and Stetson University are picked
Williams is no stranger to accomplishing things that
fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth respectively while
shouldn't happen.
Florida Atlantic University and T~ State University
FROM PAGE 42

round out the 1999 TAAC Preseason Poll.
The 1999 TAAC Women,s Soccer Regular Season
consists of single round-robin play with the top six
teams advancing to the TAAC Championship,
November 4-6 (Thursday-Saturday) at Orlando, Florida
(UCF, host). The 1999 TAAC Champion advances to the
NCAA Tournament via the Conferences automatic bid.
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THERE WON'T BE A PARTY LIKE THIS
FOR ANOTHER MILLENNIUM
Saturday, August 28, 1999
UCFGym
1o:ooam Processional Performer and Character Performer Audition
2:oopm Drummer Audition

WE ENCOURAGE PERFORMERS OF ALL CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS TO ATTEND.
This is your opportunity to join talented performers and celebrate the dawning of a new era. Disney is looking
for people to help bring to life Tapestry of Nations, our Millennium Celebra_tion opening this fall at Epcot.®
Tapestry of Nations opens in October and is anticipated to be two 30-minute shows per night and runs for 15 months.
The current schedule calls for reheqrsals to begin August 29th.
Step into the spotlight as a part-time processional performer. Candidates must be 5'5" and above, athletic, strong,
and willing to :nteract with guests. You must be at least 16 years old to participate. Be prepared to perform short movement
and animation exercises and wear tennis shoes and comfortable attire that allows free movement. We also have openings
at all four WOW theme parks for full-time and part-time character performers. Candidates must be ~'6" - 5'0'.'
Full-time and part-time processional and character performers will receive $6.~o per hour. You'll also receive excellent benefits
like free Park admission, discounts on Disney merchandise and the satisfadion of creating miles of smiles and magical memories.
We also need thirty-two drummers per night to welcome the millennium with World Beat rhythms, choreographed Taiko-stl{le
sticking, and a spirited energy. To audition, drummers should prepare a one-minute solo to be performed on multiple toms. You may
be asked to"Sight-read and to attend a call back. Instruments will be provided. You must be at least 18 years old to participate
and have the ability to play with a track. Those cast will receive an $85 casual rate per day.
All appUcants must have proof of identity and employment eligibility. Please arrive early to register. All musicians employed by Walt Disney
World Co. are covered under the terms and conditions of a collective bargaining agreement with the American Federation of Musicians.
Please note there may be an initial type-out audition.

It vou have specific questions regarding au_
d itions,

please call the Disney Audition Hotline at (~07) 397-3220
Monday through Friday, from 1oam to 5pm (except holidavs>.
COisney •.
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. (407) 365-3 7 7 3
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This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
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What they're .saying
about Brian Miller:
MIKE -KRUCZEK
"Brian is in the three-deep and he's not going to redshirt.
I think Brian Miller has a tremendous upside. He's a
tremendously motivated kid with a lot of physical
attribut.es. He's strong, has a big arm, and he's smart so
it's a day to day thing with him, to see how fast he progresses. He may end up starting, I can't say he won't."
"I was pleasantly pleased about his athleticism in the
pocket, being able to move and avoid tackles and being
big enough to throw a tackle off. That's something I didn't think he had and I'm very pleased to see he does
have."
"He competes when he's in there all the time. That's the
big thing. He doesn't take a down off, he doe_sn't take
anything for granted. He's out there to play football.
He's got a big-time arm.To some degree he's like Daunte
(Culpepper) in his belief that he can do things.I don't
think he's quite at that level of confidence, but he will
get that. He will get it."
"He can flat throw the ball. He moves around pretty
well, too. I thought initially we'd redshirt him, but I
don't know right now. He's picking up the offense and
he's _more motivated than anybody I've ever been
around. He's cranked about being very successful at that
position. He will be, too."

KENNY CLARK

(

"Brian Miller is going to be a sight for sore eyes_once he
gets one year under his belt with Coach Kruczek."

BLAKE THAMES
"He lays the ball in there. We hooked up for a lot of
yards because he puts the ball in the right place. He puts
jt in- position."

Bpplebee·S
Nelghbolhood Grill

compiled by Tony Mejia

a Bar

Applebee's
12103 Collegiate Way
(across from
University of Central Flori~a)
Phone: 282-2055

July 21, 1999
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.Kruczek says youth, inexperience
responsible for team's inconsistencies
FROMPAGE44
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little tired. You get them in a competitive situation · and their brain locks.
That's scary, because we're fixing for a
game in three weeks. We've got a long
way to go.
"There is no consistency on either
side of the ball. Not one time does the
offense have two great practices, or the
defense. We're up and down, up and
down, up and down, and that's a sign
of youth and inexperience. They don't
understand the mindset for each practice that you have to have when you
come out~ They're not there yet, and
hopefully by the end of the summer
practices they' 11 have the idea."
Despite the defense's play, Chizik
wasn't completely pleased. His displeasure stemmed from the goal-line
segment that followed the 100-play
scrimmage. The drill gives the offense
a first down and goal from the fiveyard line, and the unit made up for its
lack of scoring in the scrimmage by
putting up touchdowns on nine of 11

possessions.
Williams made his presence felt in
the goal-line drill, scoring three times.
"I told the defense after we scored
about six straight times, I called them
out and said 'You just beat the
offense's butt for two hours and you're
gonna let these guys come down here
on goal-line and own you. What's that
all about? What is that all about? We
put you in a stressful situation, first and
goal on the five, you are supposed to
hold them out. That's your job.' Heck,
I even told them what they were gonna
run and they still couldn't stop them."
That kind of inconsistency is
something Chizik feels his defense
must correct prior to the season opener
against Purdue.
"We stop them all day and when
we have to make plays right at the end
of the day and we couldn't come up
again. The inconsistencies creep their
ugly head up again right at. the end of
everything so that was disappointing.
Other than that I felt that they tried to
execute what we had."
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Williams bursts on scene
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

It should never have happened, UCF running backs
coach Alan Gooch says. Watching Knights running back
Terrance Williams in a high school game, Gooch saw what
should have been a busted play for Williams.
"It was a running play to the right side of the field and
it looked like there was no place to go," Gooch said.
"Then, all of a sudden, Terrance made two or three guys
miss their tackle and he takes off and scores a touchdown.
That shouldn't have happened, but he came out of it
untouched. He's done it a few times and he's done it here
now, too."
In high school, Williams left would-be defenders
wondering where he went, but in selecting UCF after winning JUCO Player-of-the-Year honors, he left would-be
coaches wondering why he went where he did. Williams,
a junior college transfer from Hinds CC in Hinds, Miss.,
said becoming a Golden Knight is something that just happened.
"Coach Gooch came down to Hinds to recruit a teammate of mine, (quarterback) T.T. Toliver, and it was just
coincidence I was in the room while he was watching film
with him," Williams said. "Coach Gooch asked me where
I was from and I told him I was from Clearwater. He's
from Clearwater too and so I kind of felt the vibe between
us."
Williams' arrival this fall is a journey that began when
Gooch recruited Williams as senior out of Clearwater
High School. He rushed for 1,610 yards and 19 touchdowns that year and collected more than 3,800 yards in his
CHS career. Despite his glittering numbers, Williams
shortcomings in the classroom prevented him from playing in Division I.
Williams failed to complete the necessary core classes to become eligible and instead chose to play at HCC.

Gooch, who suggested HCC to Williams, said Mississippibased community colleges are a favorite of UCF coaches.
"We feel the Mississippi JUCO league is the premiere
JUCO league in the country. It puts more players in the
NFL than any other league," Gooch said. "We worked
with Terrance because I knew he was a Division I player
out of high school physically, but he wasn't a D-I playeF
yet academically."
He wasted little time making his mark at HCC,
becoming the first athlete to gamer All-American status in
track and football. As a sophomore, Williams rushed for
1,436 yards and 16 touchdowns in seven games, earning
him offers from SEC teams South Carolina, Ole Miss,
Mississippi State and Auburn.
However, his choice to play at UCF was a no-brainer.
"There ain't no place like home," Williams said. "It
was my dec.ision to make, but by Gooch being such a nice
guy, I figured I owed it to him. He figured he could help
me get the books and tutors I need at the university.
"He was talking a Jot of good stuff, so you wouldn't
want to tum away from someone like that because you
never know what's behind door No. 2. It could be somebody ugly."
The Knight& have often helped other potential recruits
get into UCF, only to see them turn their backs on it for
another school.
"We've had a lot of players we've helped along that
went on to sign with other schools," he said. "You do take
a bit of a risk. But we've also had players like [cu~ent
NFL quarterback] Daunte Culpepper who were loyal to us
even when other programs started coming around again.''
Williams now finds himself as a major player in
UCF's running back rotation. With no clear cut starter having been determined, Williams, along with returnees Eddie
Mack and Omari Howard, will spend most of the fall bat-
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PHOTO BY SCOTT WALLIN

Terrance Williams, last year's Junior College Player of the
Year, is solidly stating his case to start at tailback for UCF
with hi~ play thus far in practice.
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$56.75
$48.50
$42.00
.$52.25
$36.00

$60.00
$54.00
$48.00
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Defense blanks offense in UCF's opening scrimmage
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

UCFs defense dominated the first scrimmage of the
summer, shutting out the Golden Knight offense while registering 10 sacks and intercepting three passes last
Saturday.
"Defense should be ahead. They've got more people
back," Coach Mike Kruczek said.
Loud and excitable, Defensive Coordinator Gene
Chizik's unit urged each other on, taking pleasure at keeping the offense out of the end zone. In fact, the deepest penetration by the offense came from the third-string unit, who
reach~d the 28-yard line late in the scrimmage before turning it over on downs.
"I don' t think the offense really came out to play
today," junior quarterback Vic Penn said. "We have a lot of
work to do. You have to give the defense credit. They did a
heck of a job in doing some things to confuse us. It didn't
show today but we had a very good week as an offensive
unit."
Kruczek has yet to name a starter officially, but Penn
took the reps with the first team offense, completing l 3-of22 for 45 yards with one interception.
"Vic (Penn) completed a few passes, missed a few, had
a lot of heat on him, as did the other quarterbacks, and it
wasn ' t what I had hoped it would've been today.''
Junior tailback Terrance Williams, the 1998 JuCo
Offensive Player of the Year, was one of the few bright
spots on offense, carrying 10 times for 45 yards, often generating yards out of nowhere by squirming in between
would-be tacklers.
Another ~olid performance was posted by redshirt
sophomore Blake Thames, who has converted from tight
end to wide receiver. Thames led all receivers with five
catches for 114 yards, 100 of them coming from the arm of
6-foot-5 true freshman Brian Miller. Miller, whom Kruczek
said will probably not be redshirted, completed 7-of-13
passes for 115 yards while playing mostly with the thirdstring unit.
"I was pleasantly pleased about his athleticism in the
pocket, being able to move and avoid tackles and being big
. enough to throw a tackle off," Kruczek said. "That's something I didn't think he had and I'm very pleased to see he
does have."
Defensively, there were plenty of bright spots, including the play of freshman Don Page. Page, a defensive end,
was a disruptive force, registering a sack and a couple of
hurries before limping off the field late in the scrimmage.

PHOTO BY SCOTT WALLIN

Head coach Mike Kruczek and wide receivers coach Sean Beckton oversee the first week of two·a·day practices, hoping to lay the
foundation for a successful season.
His injury wasn't serious, although he never returned. Still,
his play while he was in there made a statement."It' s a big learning process for the defensive line so
he's coming along at the tempo that we really thought he
would," Chizik said. "It's a tough deal to learn what those
guys do down there but he's got great athletic ability and he
runs to the ball, so we're really pleased from that angle.
"We've got a lot of young guys in there learning to
play the game. Most of our starting defensive line was out.
We had (Jeff) Mauldin that played sparingly, Justen Moore
was out, Josh McKibben was out, Marv Richardson was
out, so young guys are going to have to step up and play if
we're going to have any depth at all. So Elton Patterson and
some guys really stepped it up today and I thought they did
well.''
The offensive line was missing David Wilson, Kurt
Baumann, and Frank Haynes, forcing young players into

battle. As the 10 sacks would indicate, they didn't fare as
well as their younger defensive counterparts.
_"The freshmen got a little· bit scared. You can't have
that,' Kruczek said. "That's to be expected to some degr_ee
with freshmen. They're going to have to play football this
year. (Senior t~ckle). David Wilson is injured and out of
shape. (Senior tackle) Frank Haynes is injured and can't go
very much. The three young guys (including redshirt freshman) B1ian Huff, are going to have to step it up. They're
going to really have to improve in the next three weeks for
us to have a chance."
Another thing that has to improve is consistency. The
only thing consistent about the play in the opening scrimmage was its inconsistency.
"We have guys going the wrong way on stuff we've
been working on for five days. It's a mystery. Guys get a
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Bergman Field project back on track
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER
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Much to his delight, Jay Bergman's trips to and from the
mound will probably be made on campus next year, in a
new stadium bearing his name.

Jay Bergman Field looks to
finally be on its way to construction,
and its namesake couldn't be happier.
"Every coach dreams of having
this kind of facility," Bergman said.
"I canft really explain it in words, but
it gets you excited and makes you
feel good about yourself."
The project to build the new stadium hoped to begin construction
and be ready for the 1999 season, but
the $2 million of state funds was
determined to not be enough for
completion of the project, forcing
UCF to play its home games at
Tinker Field.
Fortunately, the Knights have
received an additional $1.6 million in
funds generated through the athletic
department and private donations.
Bridgport Construction of Tampa is
expected to take on the project and
has set February I, 2000 as its target
date for completion.
"Hopefully the facility will
encourage more players to come to

UCF," Bergman said. "But overall
I'm happy for the players and the
fans."
UCF posted 39 wins last season,
but Tinker Field did not provide
much of a home-field advantage
since it had to take nearly hour-long
bus rides to and from every game.
"Last year was tough on everyone, but the players handled it with
class," Bergman said.
The stadium will be built behind
the UCF Arena, and will be the first
of many athletic facilities making the
move to that side of campus. It will
be built in phases, and Phase I of the
project will allow seating for 900
fans with the potential to fit 2,000.
An electronic marquee will be
positioned at the entrance of the stadium, allowing upcoming events to
be advertised. Office space for the
baseball and track and field coaches
will be part of the stadium, while
other amenities include locker
rooms, ground-level dugouts, a
scoreboard with electronic message
board, indoor batting cages, a gated
entrance, concession stands, training

room, laundry room, and ticket
booth.
While many other schools may
be building larger and more elaborate
facilities, Bergman is happy with
what UCF is getting.
"It's gonna be ours, so I don't
want to compare it to anything else,"
Bergman said.
Bergman took over the UCF program in 1983 and has won 661
games, including no losing seasons
and 10 40-win campaigns. The winningest coach in school history, he
has led the Knights to five NCAA
Regional appearances and four Trans
America Athletic Conference championships.
Entering his 18th season,
Bergman is pleased with tbe progress
of the program. UCF has been able to
recruit quality players, but a topnotch facility can only improve its
.chances on and off the field.
'Tm happy it's over because it
has been a long process," Bergman
said. "Now I'm just ready to get it
started and play next season at
home."

